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More than 100 students and
members of the university
community turned out
Thursday for the traditional
bonfire and pep rally, kicking
off a weekend of activities
marking Eastern’s Centennial
Homecoming.
“The whole thing’s really
upbeat,” said Kim Schmidt, a
junior elementary education
major. “There’s a whole lot of
spirit here tonight.”
Students climbed up in trees
and balanced on each others’
shoulders to get a better look
at the festivities, which includ-
ed dancing and singing perfor-
mances by many student
groups.
The pep rally could be heard
across campus as the bonfire
lit up a field near the basket-
ball courts across from Lawson
Hall.
“There seems to be a bigger
crowd this year than in the
past,” said Kris Hall, an
Eastern alumnus. “We really
enjoy it.”
Tonight’s USO Canteen
Homecoming Ball will also be
part of the weekend’s
Homecoming activities, includ-
ing the parade and football
game Saturday.
The ball, with a 1940s
theme marking the universi-
ty’s centennial, will be from 8
to 11 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Admission to the ball is free
and open to students and the
public.
The parade Saturday begins
at 9:30 a.m. and will run along
Sixth and Seventh streets.
Gov. Jim Edgar, also an
Eastern alumnus, will lead the
procession as grand marshal.
Keith Lipke, assistant to the
coordinator of Homecoming,
said there are 130 spots in this
year’s parade, including floats,
bands and other entrants.
All the winners of the
parade competition will be
announced during halftime of
the football game Saturday.
The game is scheduled to
begin at 2 p.m. Categories for
judging in the parade are
flatbeds, movable parts and
walking entrants.
During halftime, spirit point
totals and overall Homecoming
Week winners will be





band will present several num-
bers related to the centennial
theme. Joseph Manfredo,
marching band director, said
the band will first perform its
traditional pre-game show, fea-
turing the Pink Panthers, a
dance and pom-pom squad,
dancing to the song “The Lion
Sleeps Tonight.”
For the halftime show,
Manfredo said, the band’s
selections will include “a little
bit of the old,” with a show
titled “At the Movies.”




ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc. Photo editor
Members of Delta Tau Delta prepare to burn their version of a Northern Iowa University football






A proposed tuition hike of 3.5 percent for
the 1995-96 school year is the direct result of
an overall lack of funding from the Illinois
General Assembly, Board of Governors
Chancellor Thomas Layzell said Thursday.
“Education is no longer the top priority of
the state,” Layzell said. “And we will probably
see more of this in the next few years.”
Layzell came to Eastern Thursday to
address members of the Student Senate,
which invited him last week.
BOG Student Representative Matt
Giordano, who coordinated the visit, said the
meeting was intended to be a “round table”
discussion with Layzell on a variety of issues.
But it was the upcoming vote on tuition
that took centerstage, as several senate mem-
bers questioned Layzell about the ramifica-
tions of a tuition increase.
The BOG will vote whether to raise tuition
at its October meeting. The BOG has said a
tuition hike will be necessary to keep pace
with inflation.
Layzell said the board has few alternatives
to a tuition hike, and will likely have to cut
programs if an increase is not implemented.
“This is really nothing new,” Layzell said.
“We have had trouble with state funding for a
long time ... thus the increases.”
Layzell said discussion of raising tuition is
timely now because there are two advantages
to planning an increase in the fall rather
than the spring.
“First, it gives the students and parents a
chance to plan for an increase,” Layzell said.
“And second, it puts more control in the
board’s hands when it comes to dictating
tuition.
“This way, we don’t have to see a recom-
mendation from the Illinois Board of Higher





Board of Governors Chancellor Thomas
Layzell speaks to student leaders in the
Scharer Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union on Thursday.
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
The Daily Eastern News
filed a lawsuit Thursday
against the university and
the Board of Governors seek-
ing access to University
Police records via the
Freedom of Information Act.
In the suit, The News asks
to be given sexual assault
police reports and reports “in
connection with the threats




The News filed a Freedom
of Information Act request
through the university in
August for the records, but
was denied. The newspaper
appealed to the president’s
office and was denied a sec-
ond time.
A second appeal was sent
to Eastern President David
Jorns, which was also denied.
“I respect President Jorns
and his decision, but he is
wrong,” said Chris Seper, edi-
tor in chief of The News who
is named as plaintiff in the
suit. “The university is clear-
ly in violation of the Freedom
of Information Act.
“The university doesn’t
want to air its dirty laundry,”
Seper said. “Unfortunately,
their dirty laundry is public
information and people on
this campus have a right to
know.”
Jorns would not comment
on the suit, which he said
would be handled by the uni-
versity’s attorney.
This is the first time the
News has sued the universi-
ty.
The dispute in the case
deals with how the two par-
ties interpret exceptions to
the Freedom of Information
Act. The university denied
The News' request, citing two
statutory exemptions in the
act: one dealing with unwar-
ranted invasions of privacy
and the other dealing with
records compiled by a public
body for administrative
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WE DELIVER ALL DAY!
A  H o m e c o m i n g
t r a d i t i o n
s i n c e  1 9 7 3 !
( N o  s t r e a k e r s  p l e a s e ! )
Welcome Back Alumni
FROM PAGE ONE
added. “But the General Assembly really has
the final say about what we get appropriated
to us.”
During the meeting, senate members also
questioned the board’s plan to implement a
policy which would eliminate tuition freezes,
paving the way for hikes in tuition every
year.
Last month, the BOG announced it would
eliminate tuition freezes in an attempt to
avoid large increases caused by the “rolling
over” of a hike to the next year.
“If there is a tuition hike on top of the one
held back the year before, you could be look-
ing at an enormous increase,” Layzell said.
“We want to avoid that at all costs.”
The recent elimination of two men’s sports
at Eastern was also discussed at the meet-
ing. Layzell said he believes Eastern was
“not singled out” by the U.S. Department of
Education’s Office of Civil Rights.
Last week, Eastern Athletic Director Bob
McBee announced that men’s swimming and
wrestling would be eliminated effective in
the 1995-96 academic year.
The cuts came as part of a compliance
check of gender equity regulations, which are
also known as Title IX. 
The Office of Civil Rights had been review-
ing Eastern’s Athletic Department since
early 1993.
“Eastern was simply not singled out by the
(OCR),” Layzell said. “This compliance check
involved a random selection of schools across
the country.”
Senate member Jason Anselment said he
was pleased with the discussion, adding, “it
was good of Layzell to come here and address
us somewhere other than the board meeting.”
“A lot of us weren’t able to hear the ratio-
nale for a tuition hike at the board meeting,”
he added.
“This gave us a chance to hear the BOG’s
side.”
However, the lawsuit points
to another portion of the act
that says things such as arrest
logs, police blotter information
and the names of people in
custody are public informa-
tion.
According to the newspa-
per’s policy, it does not print
the names of sexual assault
victims without their permis-
sion.
“I think it’s going to come
down to the defendant arguing
that the (Freedom of
Information Act) exceptions
apply in this case,” said Chris
Koester, an attorney at Ryan,
Bennett & Radloff in Mattoon
who filed the suit on behalf of
The News.
“If you believe their argu-
ment, the exceptions would
swallow up the entire act,”
Koester said. “Everything
would be exempted – you
wouldn’t need the act.”
Koester said he expects the
case to go to trial in about two
months.
Filing fees for the suit are
being paid by the Illinois Press
Association through the News-
Gazette in Champaign.
James Tidwell, a communi-
cations law professor at
Eastern who assisted in filing
the suit, said the case itself is
“cut and dried.”
“The media in the state
would like a decision on this so
that something like invasion of
privacy would not be used as a
catch-all to keep things under
wraps,” Tidwell said.
Tidwell said The News
asked for advice from several
prominent media attorneys
and other officials throughout
the state.
“They were supportive of fol-
lowing the case,” Tidwell said.
Seper said he hopes the case
will set a precedent at the uni-
versity to keep public records
open.
“We are willing to fight for
the public’s right to know,” he
said.
“It costs the university more
to dodge the Freedom of
Information Act than it does to
comply and make the records
open to everyone.”
Layzell
• From Page 1A
♣ From Page 1A
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) – Haitian strongman
Raoul Cedras is resisting
intense pressure from the
United States to leave Haiti
after stepping down next
week, close associates said
Thursday.
U.S. Embassy spokesman
Stanley Schrager repeats at
nearly every press briefing
that the army chief is not
obliged to leave Haiti under
an agreement signed last
month. But he stresses
Cedras’ departure would
ease the process of bringing
back exiled President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide.
One U.S. source, who
spoke on condition of
anonymity, said the United
States would be willing to
help Cedras leave, if neces-
sary.
But Cedras associates,
who also spoke on condition
of anonymity, say the 45-
year-old general is influ-
enced by his forceful wife,
Yannick, who is adamant
they remain in Haiti, and by
Brig. Gen.
Philippe Biamby, a fellow
coup leader who also is
expected to step down Oct.
15.
With an army that feels
betrayed by his decision to
abdicate and a widely hostile
populace, staying put
appears to be a risky strate-
gy. If they are pushed out,
family sources say they
would prefer to go to Spain,
where relatives live.
Also Thursday, Haiti’s par-
liament began debate on an
amnesty bill that was part of
the deal struck last month
between the Haitian coup
leaders and former President
Carter to avert a U.S. inva-
sion.
Cedras refuses to leave Haiti
Lawsuit
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e Back EIU Alums!
$12516 oz. BudLight & MillerLite DraftsScrewdrivers $400Pitchersof Vodka &Lemonade
20 oz. Bud Light &
Miller Lite Draft






Aunt Joan From Chicago
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Movie Hotline  258-8228
ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM$3.00
$1.75
The Specialist(R)
Mat. 2:00    5:00, 7:15, 9:30
Corrina Corrina (PG)
Mat. 1:30    4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Terminal Velocity (PG-13)
Mat. 2:00    4:45, 7:00, 9:15 
Forrest Gump  (PG-13)
Mat. 1:45    4:30, 7:15, 9:45
The River Wild (PG-13)
Mat. 2:15 5:00, 7:30 , 9:45
Camp Nowhere  (PG)
Mat. 2:30 7:30, 9:30
Milk  Money (PG-13)




Campus police are cur-
rently investigating three
incidents of car burglary
in which three vehicles
parked in campus lots
were broken into and had
contents stolen.
Brian Ream, 21, report-
ed that his car was broken
into sometime between 8
a.m. Monday and 12:30
p.m. Tuesday while it was
parked in the W parking
lot.
Items taken include a
compact disc player, $400;
two speakers,  $230; an
amplifier, $200; and a mil-
itary ammunition box,
$50. The car’s lock and
dashboard were also dam-
aged.
In other items:
• Preston Nelson, 20,
reported his truck was
broken into while it was
parked in the W parking
lot between 4 p.m. Sunday
and 3 p.m. Tuesday. 
A radar detector, valued
at $105, and a cassette
tape, valued at $10, were
stolen.
• Karie Logue,  18,
reported a car borrowed
from Amy Hanna, 18, was
broken into while it was
parked in the N parking
lot  between 12:30 a.m.
and 1 p.m. Friday.
Stolen items include a
radar detector,  $95;  a
portable compact disc
player, $300; and a com-
pact disc, $12.
• Two bicycles were
reported stolen this week
to the Charleston Police
Department.
Kelly G. Murrin,  21,
reported to police that her
mountain bike was stolen
sometime between 11 p.m.
and 11:50 p.m. Monday.
The bicycle was valued at
more than $300.
Jennifer A. Magluilo,
20, reported to police that
her mountain bike was
stolen sometime between
2:30 a.m. and 8 a.m.
Sunday. 
According to the police
report, the bicycle, which
was valued at $350, was
taken from the interior
common area of 421 Sev-
enth St.
Campus lots site
of car burglariesBy AMY HEERENStaff writer
A representative from Griffin Technology
Thursday outlined his company’s concept of a
“one-card campus” that would allow students to
buy everything from textbooks to laundry ser-
vices with their ID cards 
In a presentation to Eastern administrators,
Pete Snider said Eastern already has some of
the equipment necessary to install a debit card
system.
“The system is related with the dining and
food services that are currently installed,”
Snider said. “This would be built on what we
already have.”
Griffin is the company that supplies the elec-
tronic checkers in campus dining halls.
“We’re a good 75 percent of the way there,”
said Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs.
With a debit card system, students or their
parents may deposit money into the card’s
accounts before the card is used. Money is
deducted from an account when a student
makes a purchase with the card.
“Parents will know that money given to
Johnny at the beginning of the year is not going
to the pub or beer hall,” Snider said.
Once installed, the system may be used at
retail-sales operations such as the Union
Bookstore, the Sugar Shack, Health Service,
the Rathskeller and ticket booths.
In January, a debit card system will be
installed on copying machines in Booth Library
as the possible first step to installing a system
campuswide. Students will be able to slide their
ID cards through a computer to purchase
copies.
A committee will be formed to review the
card program and decide where to set the sys-
tem up next. The system is compatible with a
number of different machines, including vend-
ing machines and laundry facilities in the resi-
dence halls.
“We still need to look at the technology side,”
said Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs. “There’s going to have to be tons of stu-
dents because they’re going to tell us where
they want to use it.”
Another option, Snider said, is to install debit
account remote terminals, which would serve
as self-service stations for students who want to
make deposits or check on their accounts after
business hours.
Snider did not provide an exact cost of instal-
lation. However, one card-reading computer for
athletic events is expected to cost about $1,000.
Hencken said that increased revenue would
cover the costs of installing a system.
“When we put dollar bill changers on the
vending machines, sales went up 20 percent,
Hencken said. “The debit card would be prof-
itable because of the convenience.”
High costs and potential
vandalism will  prevent
Eastern residence halls
from offering bottled water,
said a member of the
Residence Hall Association.
“It’s easier for students to
walk to Wal-Mart than to
have to deal with the
increase in costs and the
mess of it  all ,”  said Kris
Potrafka, a member and for-
mer president of the RHA.
Canned water is already
available to residents in
vending machines.
That’s the best RHA can
do for the moment, Potrafka
said.
In other business at its
meeting Thursday, the RHA:
• Announced that the
Housing Office ordered eight
to 10 bike racks for halls in
the near future.
• Announced Friday, Oct.
14 as an emergency blood
drive date. 
Donations will be taken
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union 
• Voted to set a goal to
raise $1,500 for the United
Way. Last year,  the RHA
raised $1,200.
– Staff report
Debit cards a possibility 
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This year’s Homecoming marks a special
milestone for Eastern. Not only does this
celebration commemorate the return of
alumni to their alma mater, but it looks back
at the university’s history.
A significant portion of student fees con-
tribute to fund Home-
coming, and it is im-
portant students en-
joy the festivities which highlight the week-
long celebration. Not only should students
take part in what their funds provide, but
enjoy and take pride in their university.
Eastern’s tradition is a rich and deep one,
stemming from its founding on Sept. 7,
1895, to the multitude of soldiers who left
behind their school to fight in World War II
to this present Centennial Celebration.
And this year’s “Stroll Down Memory
Lane” relives the past hardship and glory
Eastern has overcome and cherished during
its lifetime.
From the Centennial Ball to the traditional
Homecoming Parade, students and alumni
should come together to partake in this spe-
cial and festive week.
One event this Homecoming weekend is
the Departmental Coffee Hour beginning at
9 a.m. in the lobby of Old Main, where
alumni can return to the specific department
from which they graduated and revive some
of the memories of their days at Eastern. 
This also provides current students the
opportunity to meet prior Easterners and
create a common link among all Panthers.
Besides the activities that take place, stu-
dents and graduates can take in the atmo-
sphere of Eastern. They can walk around the
campus and remember what is was like
when they were here.
Homecoming represents this bond
between old and new. With this year’s
Centennial Celebration, Homecoming is
especially symbolic of the strength and unity
which this university was founded upon 100
years ago.
Students, faculty and alumni should not
hesitate to participate on this momentous
weekend.




“You can hear it in the streets.
See it in the dragging feet.
The word is getting out about con-
trol.”
– Pete Townshend, “The Relay”
Somebody finally got mad. But
perhaps most importantly, some-
body got mad right under Student
Government’s nose.
Eight students at Wednesday
night’s senate meeting decided to
silently “voice” their opinions –
opinions more than eight students
on this campus share. They peacefully stood and held signs
proudly proclaiming “Will work for representation!” “I pay
my own way ... do you?” and “Do Your Jobs!”
But surprisingly their target was not limited to BOG
Student Representative and recent Student Government
whipping boy Matt Giordano. These people appeared angry
at everyone.
Senate member Harvey Pettry summed the protesters’
attitude up best: They didn’t say, ‘Matt do your job,’ they
said, ‘Do your jobs’ to all of us. We need to take it very seri-
ously that eight or nine students showed up to tell us we’re
not doing our jobs.
But Pettry’s comments fell upon the usual deaf senate ears.
The senate rolled out a welcome mat for their guests with
all the warmth and charm afforded to Sidney Poitier by Kate
Hepburn in the 1967 film “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner.”
But really, how dare these protestors barge in and silently
squabble with this senate? Only internal squabbling is
allowed within this senate.
Senate Speaker Stacy Hart said that because the protestors
were not at BOG meetings they “can’t criticize someone if
you don’t know for a fact that he’s not doing his job.”
However following Hart’s logic, no one could ever protest
the Holocaust, Chinese human rights violations or Disney’s
America without casting eyes upon these atrocities them-
selves.
And besides, Pettry was most likely correct in saying this
protest is aimed at the whole gaggle, not just Giordano.
Student Senate has been a run-
ning campus joke for eons. Internal
bickerings, ego power struggles
and a general ineffective nature
have always been involved in the
“operations” of campus govern-
ment.
But at least the old senate real-
ized they were a joke.
Today’s senate takes itself much
too seriously. They actually think
they can be effective and what’s
more, they convinced last
semester’s voters that they could
be effective. Now at least eight students are counting on
what this group promised – an actual Student Government
representing actual students.
So Giordano certainly has reason to be paranoid. These
people – nearly 10,000 potential culprits deep – are not just
after him, but his cronies as well. “I think someone talked
them into it,” Giordano said Thursday. Of course someone
talked them into it, Matt.
But that person was you.
It’s easy to shadow oppose a tuition hike when you’re not
going to pay it. And it’s even easier to be a selfless public ser-
vant when you get credit for it.
“If they cared they would be in Springfield lobbying,”
Giordano said. I think three academic credit hours for work
Giordano was elected to perform would go a long way
toward making these people care.
However Springfield or no, these people must care and
let’s hope this is an indication of things to come. The thoughts
of these eight people are surely shared by hundreds more on
campus and perhaps this is the confidence builder to moti-
vate others into yelling “I’m mad as hell and I’m not going to
take it anymore.”
This Student Government promised you representation,
but they haven’t delivered. And this campus won’t get
fooled again.
J.A. Winders is features editor and a regular columnist for
The Daily Eastern News.
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Dear editor:
I am responding to the letter writ-
ten by Christopher Enstrom that was
printed on Sept. 22.
It is true that many columnists at
The Daily Eastern News write articles
that offend us and sometimes down-
right piss us off. But Tony Nasella’s
column was not meant to have that
effect.
Though condoms are “a valuable
tool in the fight against AIDS,”
Nasella is correct that abstinence is
the only guaranteed way to avoid
pregnancy, AIDS and other STDs.
I am also quite sure that Nasella’s
intent was not to condemn all sexual-
ly active people to hell and to pro-
claim all abstainers self-righteous. We,
being human, can be guilty of gener-
alizations and poor presumptions.
Yes, Nasella was reaching far when
he wrote we will all die of AIDS, but
it is irresponsible for you to label his
point of view “warped” and target his
religious beliefs. Christians aren’t the
only ones professing abstinence is the
safest precaution.
Many members of the medical
community tell us no sex is the safest
sex. By making ignorant comments
about Nasella’s faith and suggesting
he get laid implies a narrow-minded
view of problem solving on your part.
Nasella was simply voicing a con-
cern and suggesting a solution – a
guideline that keeps us safe physical-
ly as well as emotionally. You would
be surprised by how many college-
aged people aren’t aware of their
options. Nasella only suggested the
safest one.
Don’t worry, Enstrom, you can still
have sex. Besides, where is your
incredible, sarcastic, demeaning wit
when columns that are worth bitch-
ing about are published?
Shannon Holmes
Dear editor:
I am extremely disappointed in the
column on Sept. 27 suggesting that
God ignores women. 
The columnist used the extremist
point of view and abused scripture to
argue her point.
The Bible elaborates on several
women and their attributes. It
describes the beauty of Sarah, the
courage of Deborah, the devotion of
Rizpah, the royalty of Esther, the
grace of Lydia, the humility of
Phoebe, the friendship of Dorcas, the
faith of Rhoda, the ambition of
Salome and the spirit of Lois.
It also describes the evil and sins of
such women as Herodias, Rahab,
Sapphira, Abigail and Jezebel. There
are several more women named in
the Bible that I have not mentioned.
God created woman out of
Adam’s rib to be his help mate. She
was not taken from the head to rule
over him nor from his foot to be
crushed by him. Woman came from
the rib near to his heart so that she
can be loved and protected by him.
I belong to a faith that is not
known for ordaining women. The
unique thing about God is that He
calls the right person to His ministry
and it does not depend upon the
person’s sex.
I have been serving God on the
Eastern campus for the last four years
and will continue to do so until God
calls me somewhere else.
Regina Birch
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Tuscola will soon be home to
famous brand-name outlet stores like
Levi’s, Reebok and Polo-Ralph
Lauren.
A factory outlet mall is under con-
struction near the junction of
Interstate I-57 and U.S. Route 36,
about 30 miles north of Charleston.
The new mall will have 60 outlets
offering famous brand- and designer-
label merchandise at prices 20 to 70
percent less than retail.
Three stores are scheduled to open
Monday. Twenty more will open Oct.
25, and the grand opening for the
remaining stores is scheduled for
Nov. 19.
The center will feature two towers,
a spacious, landscaped courtyard and
a functional water wheel that is the
trademark of the center. It will cover
more than 253,000 square feet and
provide 1,600 parking spaces.
A food court will also be offered,
featuring four to six national chain
fast-food restaurants.
“We’re looking to be a large draw-
ing card to central Illinois,” said
Winnie Long, the center’s marketing
manager. “We feel our presence here
helps the area market itself as a
tourist attraction.”
Long said the outlet center aims to
attract shoppers from a region with
more than 2.5 million residents who
live within 100 miles of the site.
College students are expected to
make up a large portion of the shop-
pers, as well as employees, Long
said.
“We see them (college students) as
a large part of the market area,”
Long said. “College students tend to
be name-brand and value-oriented.
We want them to feel welcome here.”
Long said she does not currently
have a specific program targeting col-
lege students, but plans to advertise
heavily in college newspapers and on
radio stations.
“We expect a large number of col-
lege students to be employed here,”
Long added. 
“We know they don’t each have a
car, but we certainly expect them to
car pool.”
By the center’s completion, about
415 new full-time and part-time jobs
will have been created, she said.
Most merchandise at the center
will be first-quality, current season
merchandise, Long said. She urged
shoppers, however, to check labels for
terms such as irregular, past season
or second, indicating the item may be
slightly flawed.
Part of Tuscola outlet mall set to open Monday
SHERYL  SUE SIDWELL/Staff photographer
Charlie Mattis, 53rd District Democratic candidate for Illinois Senate stopped
Thursday in Charleston on a campaign swing through the district.
By TRAVIS SPENCER
City editor
The Democratic candidate for
the local district ’s seat in the
Illinois Senate said Thursday he
would increase law-enforcement
funding to hire new local and state
police.
“The number of police officers
has decreased in the past four
years, and the crime in our streets
has gotten worse,” said Charlie
Mattis, 51, of Danville.
Mattis stopped in Charleston
Thursday as part of a campaign
swing through the district. He
faces Republican incumbent Harry
“Babe” Woodyard in the Nov. 8
election.
Mattis has been an elementary
school teacher for 28 years and
lives on his family’s 130-year-old
farm.
He holds a master’s degree from
Eastern in educational adminis-
tration.
Mattis said he opposes the
downsizing the Illinois State
Police have experienced in the
past four years.
“The presence of the state police
is not felt,” Mattis said. “If there
were more visible officers, it would
be a safer place on the highways.”
Mattis also said local police
departments need more officers to
protect and serve communities.
Mattis ’  proposal would dis-
tribute about $3 million additional
dollars for police every year.
He would allocate $200 million
dollars for city and county law
enforcement throughout the state.
“We can put the money into law
enforcement without raising
taxes,” Mattis said.
Mattis said Woodyard voted
against legislation that would
have provided 6,000 more police
officers to communities in Illinois. 
He said Woodyard also voted to
cut the number of state police in
1991.
“His vote has cut the number of
state police officers by almost
300,” Mattis said. 
Illinois had 1,489 state police
officers in 1991, and now there are
1,175, Mattis said.
“My opponent may talk tough
on crime, but his actions speak
louder than words,” Mattis said.
Mattis was a nominee in 1992
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GROWING UP IN AN
UNHAPPY FAMILY





Dr. Karola Alford, The 
Counseling Center
Mon., October 10, 8:00pm
Effingham Room, MLK Union
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*Information about Pregnancy,Abortion, & Alternatives
24 Hour Hot l ine
345 - 5000
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach
The Daily Eastern News
is your door
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Academic advisers, note errors
in Theatre Art listings in 
Spring 95 schedule.
On the back of the Spring 95 Class
Schedule, THA 3751-C and THA 
3752-C(Theatre & Civilization I & II)
are incorrectly listed under the Fine Arts
segment of the Cultural Experience compo-
nent of the Integrated Core. These courses
should be listed under the Foundations of
Civilization component. They will not count
toward the Cultural Experience requirement. 
Also Note:
THA 3754-C(American Theatre on Film) is
now a core course; it should be listed under
the Fine Arts segment of the Cultural
Experience component of the Integrated
Core. Other Theatre Arts listings are correct
as printed. If you have questions, call E.T.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WITH THE DELTA SIGS AT
BRATFEST
BEING HELD AT PANTHERS
SATURDAY, OCT. 8
4 - 10pm
ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ ΔΣΦ  
Get Ready toSay Cheese!!!
Warbler picturesare coming!Get them taken at Panther LairNorth at McDonald’sin the MLK Univ. Union.Oct. 10th thru Oct. 28th.
By OMAR M. HEADEN
Staff writer
Proving that not all col-
lege students are sexually
active, some Eastern stu-
dents who pledge to abstain
from sex until marriage are
forming their own chapter
of “True Love Waits.”
“This is not a club, but a
family of individuals who
have seriously made the
commitment to abstain
from sex,”  said Andre
Rodriguez,  a senior eco-
nomics major and a starting
forward on Eastern’s men’s
basketball team. 
Rodriguez is the founder
of Eastern’s chapter of the
program.
“True Love Waits,” the
cornerstone of a nationwide
abstinence movement, is a
Toronto-based program for
teenagers and young adults
who publicly pledge to




transmission of  diseases
such as AIDS and unwanted
pregnancies have influenced
some students to put a
“hold” on their  sex l ives
until after marriage, Rod-
riguez said.
“We are just coming
together to make a stand
and express our faith in
what we symbolize,”  he
added.
Rodriguez said he was
inspired to start a campus
chapter of the program two
years ago. 
After researching similar
programs on other college
campuses, he said he is pre-
pared to lead and increase
the membership of a group
whose goal is “something he
believes in.”
The group has not
become a formally recog-
nized student organization
yet, but Rodriguez said the
chapter hopes to make its
debut on campus by Oct. 15
or 16.
Rodriguez said a substan-
tial  number of  students
have already made a com-
mitment to join Eastern’s
chapter of  “True Love
Waits.”
“Even a couple of athletes
from the football and bas-
ketball team” will be join-
ing, he added. Members of
the program will be identifi-
able by leather necklaces or
red key chains embroidered
with slogans.
Students interested in
joining the program can
contact Rodriguez at 581-
5070.
Sex not for everyone
By THEO BEUTLER
Staff writer
University Board and the Latin American
Student Organization next week will sponsor
“Celebracion de La Raza,” a celebration of
Latino heritage.
Organizers hope to boost awareness of
Latino culture across campus and surround-
ing communities, said Jennifer Taylor, gradu-
ate adviser of student activities.
Past Latino Heritage weeks have been suc-
cessful on a smaller scale, using a smaller
budget, Taylor said. This year the UB has
allotted more money, which allows the LASO
to expand its events.
“Latino Awareness Week has grown consid-
erably compared to last year,” Taylor said.
“This year there are a lot more cultural
events, and hopefully next year will be even
bigger.”
Throughout the country, Latino heritage is
celebrated from mid-September to mid-
October.
Taylor said there is a misconception that
Latinos are just from Spain. She would like
students to know how diverse Latinos are,
because they include people from Spain,
Mexico, Central and South America.
LASO has planned many activities for the
week:
• Monday: The movies “Mambo Kings” and
“Zoot Suit” will be shown at 7 p.m. Monday in
the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Admission is $1
for students and the general public.
• Tuesday: A cultural fair with art displays
and music will be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the University Ballroom of the Union.
• Wednesday: Author Himilce Novas will
lecture on “Latino History Before Columbus
and After Clinton” at 8 p.m. in the University
Ballroom of the Union. Admission for the lec-
ture is $2 for students and $4 for the general
public.
• Thursday: Correro Aero will perform a
mini-concert of music from Venezuela, Mexico
and Argentina at the University Ballroom at
10 p.m. with a $2 admission for students and
$3 for the general public.
• Friday: Comedian Carlos Alazraqi will
perform at the Rathskeller at 8 p.m. with a
$1 admission for students and $3 for the gen-
eral public.





year ’s  annual Harvest
Frolic and Trades Fair at
Lincoln Log Cabin State
Historic Site.
Slack rope walker and
juggler Mike Morales will
perform at the fair
Saturday and Sunday, said




demonstration,  wil l  also
return to sel l  “amazing




Martin, old-time fiddler Ray
Easter and storyteller Hal
Malehorn.
Lincoln Log Cabin, an 86-
acre farmstead, is located
eight miles south of
Charleston. It was the last
home of Thomas and Sarah
Bush Lincoln, father and
stepmother of  the 16th
president.
Activities such as cook-
ing, corn husk doll making
and quilting also will  be
exhibited.
Woodcarvers, blacksmiths
and broom makers are just
some of the trades that will
be featured in the area west
of  the main parking lot ,
Rooney said.
“Candle making is one of
the activities that is very
big with the younger
crowd,” Rooney said.
“The older crowd tends
to lean towards the crafts
and trades demonstrations.”
Costumed volunteers will
sell ham, beans and corn-
bread with homemade root
beer and kettle caramel
corn.
The fair opens at noon
both days and runs until 5
p.m. with a barn dance
Saturday night from 7 to 9
p.m. featuring the Indian
Creek Delta Boys.
Hayrides and candlelight
tours of the Lincoln cabin
will be held during the barn
dance, Rooney said.
Admission to the fair is
free, except for a $3 per-car
parking fee.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ΑΣΤ ΚΔΡAlpha Sigma Tau and Kappa Delta Rho
ALUMS...
WELCOME BACK
Thank You For All Your Hard Work!!
EIU HOMECOMING ‘94
Go Panthers!  Beat Northern Iowa!
ELISSA BROADHURST/Associate photo editor
Brian Goudie, a sophomore graphic design major, works on the Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Delta Zeta window. Window painting was part of this week’s Homecoming activities
which will continue this weekend.
By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Activities editor
During the halftime of
Eastern’s Homecoming game
Saturday, six Eastern alumni
will be honored by the Alumni
Association.
Three alumni are recipients
of the 1994 Distinguished
Alumnus Award. According to
a press release, the recipients
of this award were chosen on
the basis of their accomplish-
ments and service which have
brought credit to Eastern.
The recipients include:
• J. Allen Brent of Atlanta,
Ga., received his bachelor’s
degree in chemistry from
Eastern in 1943. He currently
serves as the vice president of
Coca-Cola Co. and is listed in
“American Men of Science.” 
• Glenn Gabbard, of
Topeka, Kan., earned a bach-
elor’s degree in theater arts
from Eastern in 1972. Gab-
bard now serves as a distin-
guished professor of psycho-
analysis and education at the
Karl Menninger School of
Psychiatry in Topeka.
• Roger Roberson of Cham-
paign earned his bachelor’s
degree in business and eco-
nomics from Eastern in 1964.
He currently serves as the
chairman of Roberson Trans-
portation Services.  Roberson
also serves on several state
boards, including the Board of
Governors.
Another alumnus, Nancy
Owen of Mattoon, was chosen
as the recipient of this year’s
Alumni Service Award, given
for outstanding service to the
university and community.
Owen is a former Coles Coun-
ty state’s attorney and now
practices law in Mattoon. She
received her master’s degree
in history from Eastern in
1972.
The final two alumni to be
honored are recipients of the
Outstanding Young Alumnus
Award, which is given to indi-
viduals who have graduated
within the last five years.  The
winners of this award include:
• Tom Faulkner of
Chatham earned his bache-
lor’s degree in speech commu-
nication and a master’s degree
in political science from
Eastern in 1990. He now
serves as an assistant to First
Lady Brenda Edgar. While at
Eastern, Faulkner formed the
first chapter of Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of
University Students, an alco-
hol awareness group.
• Sherry McCoy, of  Brim-
field earned a bachelor’s de-
gree in accounting and finance
from Eastern in 1990. She
now serves as the general ser-
vices supervisor at McGladrey
& Pullen in Peoria.
Eastern honors 6 alumni
Beginning at 3 a.m. Saturday, no parking will be permitted on
the following streets to clear the way for the Homecoming
parade:
•Monroe and Jackson avenues between Sixth and Seventh
streets.
•Sixth Street from Monroe Avenue to Lincoln Avenue.
•Seventh Street from Monroe Avenue to Jackson Avenue.
•Hayes Avenue between Seventh and Ninth streets.
Warning signs will be up this afternoon.
Parking restrictions will begin at 5 p.m. for Seventh Street
from Johnson Avenue to Andrews Hall and for Campus Drive
from Seventh Street to Fourth Street.
By MICHELLE BUTLER
Staff writer
Many of Eastern’s music
department alumni will return
to campus this weekend for a
benefit Homecoming concert
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
Dvorak Concert Hall.
More than 200 alumni will
perform in the second annual
Alumni Homecoming Concert.
Ten individuals will perform
solos while others will play in
the band or sing in the chorus.
“Homecoming is a big event
for graduates from the music
department,” said Robert
Hills, coordinator of the con-
cert and a vocal professor at
Eastern. “This gives graduates
who have lost touch a chance
to come back to campus and
perform.”
Hills said it is difficult for
many alumni to participate
because most are teachers and
have their own school’s home-
comings and other events to
attend. The alumni who can
make it to campus will only
have Friday night and
Saturday afternoon after half-
time of the Homecoming foot-
ball game to rehearse.
“Last year’s concert was
very successful, raising over
$1,000,” said Hills. “I’m expect-
ing the same success this
year.”
Alumni soloists include





Drews and bassoonist Bernard
Borah.
A piano quartet of Diane
Henseik Reeds, Sandra Bailey
Nichols, Helen Zerger
Krehbiel-Reed, and Deborah
Yost Hesterman will also per-
form.
Patty Gains Cunningham
and Robert Hills will conduct
the Alumni Chorus. Joseph
Manfredo will direct the
Alumni Band.
Cunningham, Manfredo,
Borah, and Hills are currently
music professors at Eastern.
Admission is $5 for students
and the public. All proceeds






As a part of the Home-
coming weekend activities,
the Eastern Illinois Uni-
v e r s i t y / C o m m u n i t y
Orchestra will present its
first concert of the season
Sunday.
The concert, which will be
held in the Dvorak Concert
Hall, will begin at 3 p.m.
Tickets will be available at
the door for $5 for both stu-
dents and the public. 
The orchestra, conducted




and Barber’s “Second Essay.”
“The orchestra plays a
large variety of music,” said
Christopher Short, a mem-
ber of the orchestra’s brass
section.
“The songs we are doing
are all from different periods
and different styles and con-
trast a lot,” Short said.
The orchestra is made up
of 45 Eastern students and
15 community participants.
“I feel they work together
very well,” Tracy said. “The
students are looking to-
wards professional careers,
and the community mem-
bers are playing for enjoy-
ment. I think it ’s a good
mix.”
Rehearsals for the orches-
tra are held three times a
week for students, and
comunity members rehearse
individually. 
Both groups held full
rehearsals about a month
prior to the concert. 
Orchestra to join
weekend events
Parking ban starts today






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOURS200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
Open 6 am - 11 pmATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE
• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards
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Panthers!You Know WhatTo Do!
By PAUL BUDZYNSKI
Staff writer
The chairman who directs
the City Art display in
Charleston’s Municipal  Build-
ing will retire this spring after
10 years of leadership.
Milburn Smith, exhibition
chairman of the Coles County
Art Council, will retire in
March.
Smith, a retired art profes-
sor from University of Illinois,
said he volunteered for the
position in 1984. He is one of
the founding charter members
of the council.
Smith said he has lost
money serving as council
chairman – the only sort of
payment he has ever received
from the county was four gal-
lons of paint. Overall though,
he said he believes his time in
the position has been well
spent.
“It will be ten years in
March and I’m tired,” Smith
said. “I’m unpaid for this and
I’ve been the head of the
CCAC this whole time.” 
The City Art display is fea-
tured in the Municipal
Building, 520 Jackson Ave., in
the foyer outside of Mayor
Dan Cougill’s office. Smith
said the display, which
changes monthly, gives local
artists the chance to display
their talent.
“We’ve started a lot of
young aspiring artist and got
them enthused with art
through the Coles County Art
Council,” Smith said. “We’ve
worked with many Eastern
students.”
He said in past years the
council has also provided
scholarships to art majors.
This month’s featured art
work is by Carol Hindman,
owner of Jackson Avenue
Gallery, 710 Jackson Ave.
Next month’s selection will
come from a Mattoon art com-
pany.  
“Artists call me or I call the
artists, but City Art is booked
until I retire in March,” Smith
said.
Smith’s replacement has
not been chosen yet.
“I’m not sure who’s picking
it up after me,” Smith said.
“There are two or three candi-
dates but nothing has been
decided yet.”
City art director resigns
GRANGES-SUR-SALVAN,
Switzerland (AP) – A letter
apparently mailed before 48
cult members died in a mass
murder-suicide said the group
was “leaving this earth” to
escape the “hypocrisies and
oppression of this world.”
Jean-Francois Mayer, a
Swiss expert on spiritual
movements who has studied
the apocalyptic cult, said he
received three documents in
the mail this morning signed
by a fictitious “Mr. Depart.”
“What I read confirmed the
theory of horrible mass sui-
cide,’’ Mayer, based in
Lausanne, told Swiss radio.
He said he believed the docu-
ments were mailed by mem-
bers of the cult. The postmark
was Geneva but the date of
mailing was smudged.
Mayer said it appeared the
cult, called the Order of the
Solar Temple in Canada and
the Order of the Solar
Tradition in Switzerland, had
suffered from a worsening
persecution complex.
“We are leaving this earth
to find in all lucidity and free-
dom a new dimension of truth
and absolution, far from the
hypocrisies and oppression of
this world, in order to achieve
the seeds of our future gener-
ation,” one of the documents
said.
Police said they found good-
bye letters today from some of
the cult members, but did not
release details.
Swiss police said Thursday
they had asked Interpol, the
international police agency, to
help search for two people
wanted for questioning.
“We think they are closely
involved with this sect,’’ said
Beat Karlen, a spokesman for
police in Freiburg canton,
where 23 of the bodies were
found Wednesday. “We don’t
know yet how closely.’’
Karlen wouldn’t identify
the two people sought by
police, but he described them
as witnesses.
Letter warned of cult deaths
CHICAGO (AP) – Dem-
ocratic lawmakers and a
powerful union called for the
resignation of the Illinois
Senate president on Wed-
nesday as a storm erupted
over his remark that minori-
ty state employees have a
lesser work ethic.
“I think it is outrageous, it
is racist, it is deplorable, it is
not accurate, it is very offen-
sive,” Democrat Dawn Clark
Netsch declared as she cam-
paigned for governor. Repub-
lican Gov. Jim Edgar said he
was in “total disagreement”
with the remarks.
The focus of the firestorm,
Senate President James
“Pate’’ Philip, R-Wood Dale,
was in an unspecified loca-
tion out of state and would
not be available until Friday,
his Springfield office said.
But the American Fed-
eration of State, County and
Municipal Workers didn’t
wait for his return to de-
mand his resignation.
“You have demonstrated
that you are not fit to hold
public office,’’ Henry Bayer,
executive director of the
union’s Council 31, said in a
letter to Philip.
“Your remarks betrayed
an astonishing ignorance of
the realities of the child-wel-
fare system and shocking
prejudice against racial
minorities,’’ the letter said.
Edgar said Philip’s
remarks “implied that may-
be minority workers maybe
did not do as good a job or
work as hard as non-minori-
ties. There’s absolutely no
truth to that.’’
“Philip’s comments are
unfortunate, and I totally
disagree with them. The
minority employees at DCFS
are just as dedicated as any-
one else,’’ Edgar said in an
editorial board meeting with
The Daily Dispatch of
Moline and The Argus of
Rock Island.
“These are the kind of
comments you expect from
the grand dragon of the
KKK, not from the president




Chicago City Council mem-
ber, said: “I don’t know if he’s
a bigot. I just think he’s a
hick.’’
The storm erupted over
Philip’s comments at an edi-
torial board meeting Wed-
nesday at the Daily Herald
of Arlington Heights.
Referring to minority
employees of the Depart-
ment of Children and Family
Services, Philip said: “It’s
probably a terrible thing to
say, but I’ll say it. Some of
them do not have the work
ethics that we have.’’ 
Official’s remarks
create controversy
Friday, October 7, 1994
Eastern officials have
declared today, Saturday and
Sunday as “Homecoming
weekend.”
In regards to Panther ath-




Alumni back for the week-
end will be greeted by a new
athletic director, four new
head coaches, three other new
athletic administrators, two
less sports (effective next
year), and a partridge some-
where in a reportedly newly
planted pear tree.
To say Eastern athletics are
a department in transition is
to say O.J. Simpson has legal
problems. Both statements are
true, but neither conveys the
severity of the situation.




parents journeying back to
Charleston this weekend.
A new administration often
brings with it a plethora of
change. With Eastern Pres-
ident David Jorns on the job
for less than two years and
Athletic Director Bob McBee
around for less than five
months, that change cup run-
neth over in the Lantz Build-
ing these days.
Each has spent considerable
time molding the department
into the collective image they
envision for it – a smaller,
more efficient and more com-
petitive program.
To achieve that, terms such
as “search committee,” “roster
cap,” “personnel reassignment”
and “budgetary reallocation”
abound in Eastern athletics.
Many of the Panther faith-
ful who will visit Charleston
this weekend are also gener-
ous contributors to the athletic
program. Many others will
likely be asked to become such
in the near future.
In either case, they should
know to what they are lending
their support.
Jorns and McBee both have
said they intend to keep East-
ern at the NCAA Division I
level, but many people in the
department say they can see
the proverbial writing on the
locker room wall.
Speculation among some
coaches and athletes is the
Panther program will return
to the Division II level where it








• See MANKER Page 9B
By RANDY LISS
Associate sports editor
In many cases, to truly appreciate where
you’re at, you must look back to see just
exactly where you’ve been.
Such is the case with Eastern football,
which is now in its 93rd season of exis-
tence. Twenty coaches, 803 games and one
national championship later, the Panthers
stand at 357-403-43.
Eastern has suffered through four win-
less seasons – 1899, 1909, 1941 and 1957 –
and eight coaches survived only one sea-
son.
In 1899, four years after Eastern opened,
the institution fielded its first football
team, coached by Otis Caldwell. 
From 1899 until 1910, in the days when
the forward pass was considered a trick
play and when starting on both offense and
defense wasn’t thought of as being heroic,
Eastern compiled a 36-28-13 mark under
the guidance of gentlemen by the names of
Thornton Smallwood, Thomas Briggs,
Joseph Brown, Harold Railsback and
Caldwell.
Charles Lantz took over the helm of the
football program in 1911, and didn’t give it
up until 1934, during which he accumulat-
ed a 95-62-13 record, including three unde-
feated seasons – 1914 (8-0-1), 1922 (4-0-2)
and 1928 (7-0-1). The 95 wins are still the
most in Eastern history by one coach. 
Lantz returned to the sidelines again in
1944, but lost three of four games in a
shortened season, thanks to World War II.
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer
While many students view
Homecoming as a celebration of
the present, alumni visit to
remember years passed and
renew old friendships.
Bill Glenn, who graduated
from what was then Eastern
Illinois State Teachers College
in 1941, was a star athlete in
his four years at Eastern.
Back in Glenn’s freshman
year of 1938, basketball games
were held in what is now the
Textbook Rental Office. Booth
Library stands on the old foot-
ball field, and the baseball field
was where Lincoln, Stevenson
and Douglas Halls now stand.
Glenn, now 76, grew up in
Fairfield, Ill., where he played
basketball and football at
Fairfield High School, and
played baseball for a local team.
After high school, Glenn
went to the University of
Illinois to see if he could play
football, but coach Bob Zuppke
of the Illini did not take him.
“Mr. Zuppke took one look at
me and said I’d never be able to
play Big Ten football,” Glenn
said. “I went back home and
wasn’t even planning on com-
ing to school at all.”
Glenn’s baseball abilities
caught the attention of the St.
Louis Browns Professional
Baseball Club, and he would
have skipped college to play
ball were it not for Eastern
Illinois football and basketball
coach Ted Carson.
Carson convinced Glenn to
come to Eastern, where Glenn
lettered in baseball and basket-
ball for four years, as well as
football for two.
Glenn injured his leg his
freshman year while splitting
time as a quarterback and half-
back for the football team and
playing on the defense. Carson,
wanting Glenn to be healthy for
the basketball team, refused to
ever let Glenn play football
again.
His senior year, Glenn want-
ed to play all three of the sports
he excelled at, so he had the
equipment manager sneak him
some pads and a uniform, since
Carson would not give him any.
Glenn went on to play a
senior year in which he com-
pleted 71 of 109 passes, which
was, by all historical accounts,




Coming into this year, the two things
about Eastern football receiving the most
hype were the strength of the running
game, led by preseason All-American tail-
back Willie High, and the four-way quar-
terback derby, which apparently had no
leading candidate.
So it only goes to figure that while the
Panthers run game has struggled much of
the season, Eastern is second in the
Gateway in passing offense.
Coach Bob Spoo decided on junior Pete
Mauch to take snaps in the preseason, but
after the Panther offense coughed and
sputtered the first four weeks of the sea-
son, that decision was second-guessed by
even Spoo himself.
But Mauch’s 315-yard passing effort last
week during Eastern’s 38-21 win over
Southwest Missouri State solidified his
position as the Panthers’ starting quarter-
back and enabled the offense to gain some
consistency in the personnel department.
Mauch has completed 47 of 85 passes
for 849 yards and three touchdowns. He
has been intercepted twice, but is second
in the conference with a 141.4 quarterback
rating.
Meanwhile, the Panther running game
has picked up steam despite the loss of
starting guard Don Mensik and injuries to
guard Mike Richart and tackle Duane
Conway. After a slow start, High is second
in the Gateway in rushing with 413 yards
and five touchdowns on 110 carries.
And what was considered a weak receiv-
ing corps continues to improve each week.
Senior Greg Jensik is tied for second in the
Gridirons of the past
Peaks and valleys
during 93 years 
of Panther football
† See PAST Page 11B
Eastern’s first pro
player recalls his
days as a Panther
PHOTO COURTESY OF BILL GLENN
Bill Glenn, shown here in a 1944 Chicago Bears uniform, was
the first Eastern football player ever to play professionally.
Glenn, 76, still attends Panther football games regularly.
Passing, not running, leads ’94 team
♣ See GLENN Page 10B
♦ See PASSING Page 9B
• Gateway Conference
race remains wide open.
Page 2B
• Eastern coach Bob Spoo
says his team is ready for
































We’re both EIU Parents and Alums
Ira E. Barrett Class of ‘70 ΣΤΓ
Linda Reid Barrett Class of ‘72 ΑΓΔ
-Owners Celebrating  15 Years! E
I
U
For an outstanding selection of EIU and GREEK clothing and souvenirs
See What Tokens Has To Offer Now!
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(LIMIT 4  OFFERS)
Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not
valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 10/20/94





Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not
valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 10/20/94
Try Arby’s New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips
126 PLU 44 PLU
15 CPN 126 PLU
GO PANTHERS!
Have A Great Homecoming!
Brittany
Ridge
Luxurious 3-4 Bedroom Townhomes
WOOD REAL ESTATE
SHOWING FOR RENT
BEGINNING  JANUARY 1995
JIM WOOD,BROKER
345-4489
® and ™ trademarks








217-345-7731     1-800-FUN-DAYS
We can do seats and boarding passes
(That’s a plus book with us)
We Have Air to Padre on Sale NOW !
Book your air with $25 NRF deposit to 









The race for first place in
the Gateway Conference is a
wide open affair, but the
Northern Iowa Panthers have
picked up where they left off
last year, holding sole posses-
sion of first place heading into
this weekend’s game against
Eastern.
Northern Iowa is 2-0 in the
Gateway followed by Eastern
at 1-0, Western Illinois at 2-1
and Indiana State and Illinois
State at 1-1. Southern Illinois
(0-1) and Southwest Missouri
State (0-3) are further back in
the hunt.
• The Leathernecks of
Western Illinois have an open
date this weekend after strug-
gling against Southern Illinois
Saturday en route to a 24-21
victory.
Western had just 115 first-
half yards before implement-
ing a no-huddle offense in the
second half that gained 275
yards and 15 first downs.
Fullback Tim Ardis rushed
for a career-high 144 yards on
28 carries last week. Ardis
ranks third in the Gateway
with 6.0 points per game.
• The time for Indiana State
is now.
The Sycamores will wrap up
their conference schedule by
late October with four straight
conference games, starting
with a 1:30 p.m. game at
Southern Illinois Saturday.
Indiana State’s defense,
which ranks seventh in
Division I-AA, is first in every
defensive category in the
Gateway. The Sycamores have
allowed just 10.4 points per
game.
• Illinois State is currently
in fifth place in the Gateway,
but don’t let the record fool
you.
The Redbirds’ non-confer-
ence losses include games
against Division I-AA No.4
McNeese State and No. 9
Central Florida. Illinois State’s
lone conference loss was a five-
point setback at Indiana State.
The Redbirds will be with-
out the services of running
back Keith Goodnight for at
least four weeks.
The Gateway’s fifth leading
rusher (73.4 yards per game)
tore a tricep in his left arm.
• The Salukis of Southern
Illinois University have not
seen much success under new
head coach Shawn Watson this
season.
The Salukis are 0-4 this
year and lost their Gateway
opener last weekend, 24-21 to
Western Illinois University.
The win was the Leathernecks’
11th straight against Southern
Illinois.
Southern will try for its first
Gateway win this season when
it takes on Indiana State at
home tomorrow.
• The Bears of Southwest
Missouri State have seen bet-
ter days.
A 38-21 loss to Eastern last
weekend put the Bears’ title
hopes out of reach. Their 0-4
start (0-3 in the Gateway) is
their worst since they started
at 0-5.
Something must break dur-
ing this weekend’s game at
Illinois State.
The Redbirds have never
beaten a Jessie Branch-
coached Bear team in eight
tries and Southwest Missouri
has never had more than three
conference losses since 1986’s
1-5 campaign.
Team Conf. All
Northern Iowa 2-0-0 3-2-0
Eastern 1-0-0 2-3-0
Western Illinois 2-1-0 3-2-0
Indiana State 1-1-0 3-2-0
Illinois State 1-1-0 2-3-0
Southern Illinois 0-1-0 0-4-0
SW Missouri State 0-3-0 0-4-0
Saturday’s games
Northern Iowa at Eastern 
Illinois State at SW Missouri State
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Gateway race wide open
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s soccer team will play the
University of Cincinnati at 5 p.m. at Lakeside
Field for its homecoming game.
It seems the Panthers could not have picked
a better opponent.
Before beating Texas Christian 4-0 last
weekend, the Panthers lost 3-1 to the 19th
ranked team in the country in Southern
Methodist, giving Eastern (7-1) its first loss of
the season.
With the Bearcats coming into Charleston,
they bring with them a paltry 1-9-1 record.
Their only win of the season came against the
University of Kentucky when they squeaked
out a 1-0 decision on Sept. 28.
Since then, Cincinnati has dropped three
consecutive decisions to the University of
Alabama at Birmingham, 3-0, University of
Memphis 8-0 and Michigan State University 1-
0.
But Panther head coach Cizo Mosnia is not
taking the Bearcats lightly and he has reason
not to.
Cincinnati’s lone tie of the season was a 1-1
decision against Quincy University. Eastern
also played Quincy earlier this season and
squeaked out a 1-0 victory against the Hawks.
“We are up for the game, but we’re not going
to take (Cincinnati) lightly,” Mosnia said. “We
would hate to end up on the short end.”
Offensively, the Panthers will rely co-captain
Brad McTighe and junior Steve Van Dyke.
McTighe, who is nursing a thigh injury, is
the team leader in points with 15. The forward
has four goals and seven assists.
VanDyke, a midfielder, has three goals and
six assists – good enough for 12 points.
Men’s soccer team playing alumni,
Cincinnati at home this weekend
The Daily Eastern News Friday, October 7, 1994 3B














Sweetest Day Ads are available in
two sizes.  An appropriate red
heart will appear in every ad!
Deadline is Oct. 10th, 1994.
We suggest you keep your
copy to as few words as
possible to make a more
attractive ad.  Please print
in the proper size ad
below.
Bring ad and payment to
Student Publications
Business Office, Buzzard
Bldg., Rm. 127.  All ads must
be in the Business Office by
2pm, Oct 10th. 
Sweetest Day ads will be pub-
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If you like “Secret Society”, you’ll love...
“THE CHERRY STONERS”
Music From: REM, Gin Blossoms,
Lemonheads, Offspring, Counting Crows,
Spin Doctors, Violent Femmes, Green Day,
and Originals + More
Special Guest:
“FACE”







































































































































































































































Rock & Roll from Champaign
Music from: Led Zepplin,  AC/DC, Living
Color,  Alice in Chains,  and More!
12 oz. Natural Draft  • 75¢































































































































































































Sat. 10:30-6:00; Sun. 12:00-5:00
PETS & SUPPLIESReptiles • Birds • Small AnimalsSalt & Fresh Water Fish
1500 Madison Ave.•Charleston
NBy RANDY LISSAssociate sports editor
Many aspects of Saturday’s match-up
between Eastern and Northern Iowa have
elevated the hype surrounding the game –
the fact that it’s Homecoming weekend,
that the game will pit Eastern against the
defending four-time Gateway champion
Purple Panthers and the continuation of
one of  the most  excit ing r ivalries  in
Division I-AA football.
Oh yeah, and the game is being played
for first place in the conference, too.
The feeling is that Saturday’s 2 p.m.
clash between the only two undefeated
teams in the Gateway is arguably the
biggest on campus since Eastern’s 1989
season, when the Panthers advanced to the
Division I-AA quarterfinals.
“We understand the ramifications of this
game,”  said Panther coach Bob Spoo.
“We’ve turned it pretty serious in our
approach to practice, and we know it’s very
significant.”
Northern Iowa comes in with a 3-2
record and a 2-0 mark in the Gateway com-
pared to Eastern’s 2-3 and 1-0 marks. With
a win, the Panthers could vault themselves
into sole possession of first place in the
conference for the first time this late in the
season since that 1989 campaign.
Leading the charge for  the Purple
Panther defense is 1993 Gateway Def-
ensive Player of the Year Andre Allen, who
Spoo has compared to ex-San Francisco
49er Keena Turner. Allen and outside
linebacking partner Paul Wolf dominate in
stringing outside running plays toward the
sidelines, which will force Eastern to most
likely run between the tackles when on the
ground.
“They do very well what they intend to
do,”  Spoo said,  “and that ’s  bring the
linebackers up and constrict where you run
the ball. There’s no way to get outside on
them, so we’ll do what we’ve been doing
and hope our guys can handle it.”
Northern Iowa, ranked 11th in Division
I-AA, has a whole arsenal of offensive
weapons that could explode at any given
moment. Senior quarterback Brett O’Donn-
ell leads an offense that has sputtered as
of late, scoring only 23 total points against
Southwest Missouri State and Indiana
State. 
Sophomore flanker Dedric Ward is the
main area of  concern for  the Panther
coaching staff. Ward burned the Eastern
secondary for 176 yards on five catches
during last year’s 31-27 defeat to Northern
Iowa in the UNI-Dome. Spoo said to look
for Eastern to change up its coverages in
defending him.
“He’s a guy you can put your best defen-
sive back on and hope to cover one-on-one,
but it’s probably best to double-cover him,”
Spoo said. “We’ll do a combination of those
kinds of things.”
Sophomore tai lback Jeff  Stoval l ,
Northern Iowa’s leading rusher from a
year ago, broke a bone in his arm earlier in
the season, but Nebraska transfer Marvin
Sims has picked up the slack, rushing for
112 yards on 20 carries a week ago.
Eastern left tackle Duane Conway is
doubtful for Saturday’s game, and with
Mike Richart’s range of motion limited
because of the use of a shoulder harness,
the Panthers will be forced to throw a beat-
up offensive line at the UNI defense.
But the Panthers know that an upset is
possible.
“They’re not a super football team, but
they’re a good team with some talented
players,” Spoo said. “They can be beaten,
and we intend to do that.”
Big day at O’Brien Field
Old foe Northern Iowa
coming to Charleston
for Homecoming game
Men's athletic team~ feeling 
. . ~ . . . . .. 
·bite .Qf Title IX~ ros~~r cappmg 
BJ JOp:N Fl!RAK 
Staff writ.er . 
Cross country coach John Mclnerney ertjoys 
turning average runners into to~notch racers. 
But to·do eo, Mcinerney believes he needs a 
squad with many runners and adequate depth. 
"If thete's a slow kid, and he wants to run his 
guts out, I want to work with him," Mcinerney 
'said. "l like to work with a fairly large group 
· Mcinerney and bead Coach 
Neil Moore to swallow. 
"In track you have about 
20 events," Mclnerney ~d. 
"If you have 33 people, that 
really hurts. It also takes 
time to develop athletes. 
They haven't thrown a 
javelin or a hammer in 
high school." 
and let distance runners develop." 
This. ye8r, however, many "slow" runners, pri- · -~ 
marily y.ralk-ons, we.re denied the opportunity to l.IWii~~~~ 
On the flip side o( the · 
coin, roster capping has 
Mcinerney l<>oking to 
recruit more female ath-compete because of Title IX - gender equity 
laws mandated by the federal government's 
Office of Civil Rights. 
To come closer to achieving gender equity, 
, several of Eastern's men's sports have been 
foroed to bite the bullet this year and make Big-· 
nif\cant reductions in their rosters. Also, 
Ea.stem's wrestling and men's swimming teams 
received th"e gender compliance "death sen-
tence." Thoee two men's sports will be eliminat,. 
ed aft.er this year and women's soccer will be 
added. 
"The purpose of roster capping is to reduce 
the number of male participants,• said Athletic 
Director Bob McBee. "You hate to do this, but 
every (men's) sport was capped.• 
McBee pointed out that Eastern isn't the only 
state university using roster caps, adding that 
Northern Illinois University initiated participa-
tion limits also this year. McBee explained that 
roster capping won't save any money in the 
short-term but will help Eastern. achieve a bal-
ance in its male and female participanta. 
"If you have 40, 50 or 70 walk-on.a that are all 
males, it. th.rows off your balance," McBee said. 
"'You want coaches to pick up walk-ons. . 
"(Roster capping) is unfair, but it's a fact of 
life with the (Office of Civil Rights)." 
Even though Mclnemey understands the 
importance of gender equity compliance, he 
can't understand.how trimming his roster will 
allow him to better train his elite milers. 
And no athletic team is experiencing a bigger 
roster crunch than Mclnemey's men's cross 
country and track teams. This years cross coun-
try squad is down from about 30 haITims to a 
scarce 13. Tbe men's track team will cut its ros-
ter from 65 to 39 - a number that's hard for 
letes for women's spOrUj, including his women's 
c:ro68 country team. Mcinerney began this fall 
with nine women's cros8 country runners and 
has added three additional athletes. He would . 
like to have 20 runners next fall. 
But. as he tries to sign up additional female 
athletes, Mcinerney worries that he11 be asked 
to axe his men's 1"06ter even more as he travels 
down the road of gender equity. 
"There might be a push down the road to 
limit me even more,• he said. "Fifteen runners 
is a number I can work with." 
East.em's football team also lost a significant 
chunk of its roster. Defensive coordinator John 
Smith said this year's practice roster was 
reduced from 110 athletes to 90. 
Smith worries that some football players who 
aspire to become collegiate athletes will be 
denied their lifetime dream. He said current 
players such as quarterback Pete Mauch and 
cornerbacks Ray McElroy and Jay Buchanan all 
came on board as walk-oll8 before~ foot-
ball scholarships. ' 
·"Losing 20 players obviously affects the team 
when il:tjuriee arise," Smith said. "It forces you 
to go good-against-good in practice,• Smith said. 
wi1iat's what hurts your walk-one, and it hurts 
your depth squad. 
~e're all in the same boat. You're denying 
the opportunity to pla}' for 20 players. That's 
the tragedy of it." 
In the meantime, Mcinerney shares a plight 
about gender equity's sacrifices and hardships 
with many other coaches and athletes. 
"'The law was meant to give women more 
opportunities, not to take things away," 
Mcinerney said. "It's too bad." 
Black Greek Council. 
Pre$ents the 1994 Step show . 
~teppln9 W,!th· s·oul: · 
&8 Years· of ffa41tlon 
.s 
11 a.m. - ~ P·'riih\.'l'011 Ticket Offlc~~ /'k . 
t?~°'Greeks 0~ 
·nc;ket-~ or $5 in Advance 
$7 At the door 
Show Sta rte at 




CORNER OF 4th &.. LINCOLN 
345-2844 
rc9~r wo-ineredie-rit ___ TL'i.-Sln-q-ie-ineredient, 
!Pizza & Qt. 1 Pi~ & Quart of 
!of Coke . $925 lCoke $'795 
l exp 10/l2J94 exp 10/l2/94 
L---------------------- ----------------------~ r sm~-sf ngTe-1ngredi:--rsm.-=rwo-1ri-g-r:edient-l 
lent Pizza & Qt. of ! Pizza & Qt. of ! 
jCoke $595 I Coke . $695 j 
: exp. 10/12/94 • I exp. 10/l2/94 : 
L----------------------J-----------------------~ r------------------------------~---------------, 
:Two Large $1600 : 
!5.ingle Ingredient Ptzzae ! 
L----------------------------------------------~ 
Delivery Noon to Clo5e 
oSI~, ~ Raw Bar ~ 
North of the Square 
SrECIALS 
348-8055 c & II Vidca Presents ... 
Hours 
10:30 • 1 :00 a.m. Mon thru Sun. 
Mosticcioli aJa Vodka 
..._ Fetuccini Alfredo 
VeaJ Parmesan • Lasagna 
Fresh Seafood • Steaks • 
Prime Rib • etc. 




We 're open until9:<J0pm on Friday & 
Saturday seuing a wide selection of 
Beer, Wine, and Margaritas . 
So Come Celebrate with us! 
And Don 't Forget Sunday-
open 7:00am to 2:00pm seroing your 






$3 for 1 Day 
Feature Titles 
$3 for 5 Days 
Category Titles 
$150 for 5 Days 
Video Games 
$3 for 2 Days 
All Rentals Due Back 
by Closing of Due Date 
I 
The Best Show in Town 
440 W. Lincoln Charleston 
Store Hours: 
Monda~turday 9 a.m. · Midnight 
Sunday 11 a.m. ·Midnight 
348-7700 •• 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We Would Like To Welcome
COLBY MOURNING
to our Staff
**Call Colby for your next Manicure,

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Saturday come in for Traditional Friend’s 
Homecoming Breakfast Seved 7-11 am
Lunch & Dinner served 11:30am to midnight 
Pints of  Friend’s special Bloody Marys, 
Mimosas,  and Screwdrivers for $250
Saturday in the Dungeon:PerfunctoryDoors:10:00    Show: 10:30 $300
509 Van Buren                                            345- 2380
Friday- Leinie,
Lowenbrau Dark, and
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Boutonnieres – Starting at $299
Corsages – Starting at $399
Have a Great Homecoming EIU!

































































ΛΧΑ • LAMBDA CHI ALPHA • ΛΧΑ • LAMBDA CHI ALPHA • ΛΧΑ
The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha
Congratulate Its Members

































Fri. and Sat. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
songs from the 
Eagles, Jimmy Buffet,Jim Croce and newest country hits.
Open Sat. 9:30 a.m. for 
$2 Bloody Mary’s
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The only senior on this
year’s soccer team has been
through many a losing season.
So it’s only fitting that after
three years, Robert Tomic’s
individual performance has
enabled the Panthers to have
possibly their best season
since their 1989 conference
championship campaign –
opening up with a 7-1 record.
“This has been the best sea-
son for the team and for
myself,” the co-captain said. “I
haven’t seen in my three years
here a team that plays like a
unit so well.”
Sports programs are usually
successful through a team
effort – not an individual one.
Tomic pointed out that al-
though this year’s squad may
not be as talented as those in
previous years, it makes up for
any lack of talent when it
works together.
“My first three years here,
we had better players individ-
ually,” Tomic said. “This year
we have the ultimate team –
everybody’s working together.”
Although Tomic, fourth in
the Mid-Continent Conference
with 10 points, is finally enjoy-
ing a successful season, he still
has not forgotten his roots.
Tomic is thankful that he
started playing the sport  back
in his native Canada.
And although most soccer
players begin playing in some
type of community league,
Tomic started playing some-
place different – church.
“The main reason I got
started playing soccer was
with the church my parents
went to,” Tomic said. “I then
started playing in the church
league when











that club soccer is more popu-
lar in Canada than in Am-
erica, and high school soccer is
not emphasized as much as in
Canada as in the United
States.
“High school soccer is not as
big back in Canada,” Tomic
said. “I tried to make as many
high school games as I could,
but the club level is more pop-
ular.”
When Tomic arrived at
Eastern, he was surprised at
how many players said how
good they were at the high
school level.
“People were bragging two
years after they graduated
about how good they were in
high school,” Tomic said. “I’m
thinking ‘Oh, Jesus.’”
Pushing all of his memories
aside, Tomic knows that the
goals he has set may be real-
ized in his final season as a
Panther.
“The only goal that I have is
to win the conference,” Tomic
said. “We’re looking great as a
team. With that 7-1 record of
ours, we feel like big shots.”
If the team wins the confer-
ence championship, how far
does Tomic think the Panthers
can go?
“I don’t want to say any-
thing further,” Tomic said. “I
just don’t want to end up
putting my foot in my mouth.”
Tomic happy to be
on a winner, finally
Robert Tomic




























































































































































































































































































































































•Coordinate thematic novelty acts
& entertainment for EIU campus.
STOP BY STUDENT ACTIVITY CENTER, UNIV. UNION
RM. 201, OR CALL X5117 FOR MORE INFO.
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Mother's. . .Welcome Alums!
(Since 1975)
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Domino’s and EIUA Homecoming
Tradition
come see Us During the Game or After 
Just for the thick and
thin of it


























































































































































































With four tennis matches scheduled so far
this fall, the men’s tennis team can only
wait and prepare for a full schedule this
spring.
“It’s hard to come into practice everyday
and keep the intensity level and motiva-
tion,” head coach Rosanne Kramarski said.
The schedule for each year is usually set
in the previous year, Kramarksi said. Ex-
coach John Bennet had only set a tentative
schedule but never finalized anything.
“When I came into this situation over the
summer, John Craft, acting associate athlet-
ic director, had taken over the duties of
scheduling the men’s tennis matches,”
Kramarski said.
All of the men’s matches scheduled so far
for this season can be attributed to Craft.
Kramarski is still in the process of getting
the men more matches. But right now, it’s
very difficult since all the other teams
already have a set schedule.
Teams are allowed to
compete in 25 matches for
an entire year including
both fall and spring season.
The minimum number of
matches that a team is
allowed to compete in for a
year is 12.
At this time last year,
the men’s tennis team had
already competed in the
Mid-Continent Conference
Tournament and was head-
ing to another tournament the following
weekend.
As for the players, they came back to
school only to find out that their season was
going to mostly consist of them coming to
practice each day and trying to keep their
competitiveness.
“It’s an unfortunate situation especially to
occur during my senior year,” Ryan Ivers
said. “You would think they there would
have been more matches scheduled.”
Kramarski said that the spring will be
very stressful for the men because they will
probably compete in 19 matches.
“It’s a good time to get in shape and to
build a good base for the spring,” Brad
Rozboril said.
The men are working hard and trying to
keep their competitive edge up as best they




tennis team travels to
Ball State University this




squad into a field of most-
ly unfamiliar teams.
Other teams competing





Southern Il l inois,  and
host Ball State.
Northern Illinois is the
defending Mid-Continent
Conference champions
and will provide Eastern
with tough competition.
Eastern has seen But-
ler and Illinois State this
season in past weekend
tournaments, struggling
with Butler while cruising
over Illinois State.
“This is a larger tourna-
ment than in the past,”
Kramarski said. “I still
expect the women to play
well, stay focused and be
aggressive.”
As for the rest of the
field, Kramarski can only
rely on her team’s past
experiences and knowl-
edge to be prepared.
“The women should be
familiar with the competi-
tion since they competed
in this tournament last
year,” Kramarksi said.
Play begins Friday at




at Ball State Invite
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Open 9 a.m. to Midnight
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
Instead of running at the
huge and hyped Indiana
Invitational, Eastern’s cross
country team is going to the
University of Illinois on
Saturday to run a dual meet
– one-on-one with U of I.
“We got a call from Illinois,
they were putting together a
last-minute invitational on a
flat, fast course,” coach John
McInerney said. 
“We are trying to keep our
kids injury-free. Indiana is
great course but it’s a hilly,
really challenging course
and you come out of there a
little banged up and we’re
trying get healthy and get
ready for the conference
meet.”
Instead of hills, the
Panthers will be running on
a golf course. Instead of a
invitational, it turned into a
dual meet, as the other
teams that were penciled in
for the invite canceled at the
last minute.
And instead of what a lot
of people might think, an
Eastern versus Illinois
match up won’t be as lopsid-
ed as most would think,
according to McInerney.
“I think both of their
men’s and women’s teams
are good but not great,”
McInerney said. “I think
that on the men’s side, we’ll
have to run really well to
beat them. But if we run our
usual race we’ll compete OK
with them.”
In order for the Panthers
to come up with a win the
top two or three Panthers
will have to try to break up a
tight Illini pack.
“They are better than us
on paper. They’re a little
tighter, they don’t have much
depth but they’ve got six
guys who run real tight,”
McInerney said. “Our front
two or three can run with
their front two or three on
any given day but their next
three will be right up there
too.”
McInerney said that the
women’s competition will be
a bit tougher but he expects
the top five in the race to be
a close race.
“Again, I know year in and
year out they are solid,”
McInerney said. “I think our
front three can compete real
well with their front group. I
think our gap will hurt us,
that will be the trick is to get
them (runners four through
seven) to pull up a little bit.
It’ll be a nice challenge for
Amy (Bersig), Irma (Perez)
and Cristen (Conrad) to run
against them.
“We’re kind of asking for a
little bit of trouble but at the
same time it’s kind of excit-
ing. We don’t have much to
lose, Eastern going up
against U of I, so we’re just
looking to compete.” 
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
Justin Weiss is the Panther’s best cross
country runner, ulcers-permitting.
He’s the kind of student-athlete who puts
his body through a quite a bit of stress – so
much stress to give him stomach ulcers that
oftentimes make running cross country more
difficult than it already is.
“It feels more like someone’s taking their
hands and ripping on your stomach, just
tearing it out. It’s really painful,” Weiss
said. “My dad has had problems before with
ulcers and I guess it’s family thing, genetics,
I don’t know. I’m just a worry-wart, they
say.”
But it seems as though no amount of
stress can keep this Panther from running.
He’s already won the EIU Invitational this
year, and plans to take his running to anoth-
er level.
“I want to win the conference champi-
onship as a team,” he said. “I want to try to
make Nationals as a team as well.”
Weiss came out of Lisle High School and
went straight to the University of Iowa. He
couldn’t run in his first year because of
stress fractures in his tibia and fibula.
After taking a year off from running, he
came to Eastern last year, and was later
diagnosed with stomach ulcers.
Weiss said they flare up “when things get
really stressful.”
So what does Weiss stress about?
His teammates.
“(My teammates) are always behind me
and I want them thinking about running
and not wondering if I’m going to finish this
workout or not.”
His school work and his
major of elementary educa-
tion.
“It ’s been stressful,
though, a lot of outside
work,” Weiss said. “It (his
major) is a lot tougher than
people give credit to. It’s a
lot of outside work, a lot of
papers.”
And Weiss’ health some-
times stresses him, too.
Coach John McInerney said, “He can’t
handle 70 or 80 miles a week like somebody
else with good form so we try to get 40 miles
a week of quality and another couple of
swimming workouts and a couple of biking
workouts.”
But this pain is helping Weiss become a
strong leader on the cross country team,
McInerney said.
“He’s becoming one of our vocal, true lead-
ers,” McInerney said. “He’s not the only guy,
we’ve got several guys who have been good
on the leadership front. Justin isn’t the voice
but he’s one of them. He’s a real good
encourager and it’s nice because eligibility-
wise he’s just a sophomore.
“Running-wise, he’s doing a real good job.
He’s got a long history through high school
and even last year of injuries,” McInerney
said. “And he knows it, it’s not a criticism,
but he’s got horrible biomechanics. He’s got
terrible running form.”
Bad biomechanics and all, Weiss has big
goals. Along with his personal aspirations,
he’s looking to take his team to a higher
level.
“I think we have the capabilities of doing
that,” he said. “I’ve never run with anybody
at State, I’ve always run as an individual
and I’ve always wanted to have a team down
there. I guess the reason I joined cross this
year was to get back into that team feeling
and hopefully win a conference champi-
onship.”
Weiss can stomach pain
Justin Weiss
Ulcers, competition
fail to slow Eastern
sophomore runner
Men’s, women’s harriers
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Introducing Boatmen's Collegiate Options, a new banking package that saves you money. 
Now you can take care of your finances, enjoying free usage of our ATMs at the Boatmen's 
on Lincoln across from Old Main, uptown on the square, and at the Charleston Wal-Mart., 
plus many other special conveniences: 
t" ~ • Personal checking acconnt with unlimited check writing privileges 
and no minimum balance requi.re:inent 
• Optional personal savings account 
• Free ATM or Boatmen's Banking card with access to our extensive ATM 
network including the Charleston Wal-Mart 
• Boatmen's Banking Card works like a dteck but looks like a credit card, 
eliminating the hassle of showing extra ID or using out of town cliecks 
• 24 hour access to your acconnt through telephone banking 
To get up to speed on Boatmen's Collegiate Options, 
see a personal banker for details today or ca/J 345-2101, 
and receive a .free gift when you open your account. 
Equal Opportun#y Lender 
• -- --------·-· · __________ _.JJ 
Member FDIC 
The Dall! a.tern :Newe · ·Friday, October 7, 1994 
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By Tiii BROZEN:EC 
Staff writer 
tance of tonight's game. 
"We need t.o wm: she said. "We 
need to start quickly. · It would be 
nice to start this (Home.coming 
weekeo.d) out with a good win at 
home.• 
Other than just wanting a home 
vict.ory, Ralston explained the added 
importance of each conference game, 
as the eventual conference cbamp in 
The Eastern volleyball team is Ea.stem's West Division will host the 
getting ready for its lone weekend conference tournament in November. 
match with a simple premise in "lfwe want to have any chance of 
mind - sometimes knowing nothing hosting the conference tournament, 
is bett.er than knowing too much. we have to win the rest of our confer-
Eastern will take on Missouri- ence games," she said. 
Kansas City, a new conference foe To accomplish this, Ralston said 
that coach' Bjatty Ralston and Co. fast starts and improved play from 
have very litpe 'information on, the middle hitters must continue. 
' tonight in a 7 p.m. contest at Lantz "We need to get some points early 
Gym. •and build leads. This gets the crowd 
.. I don't really know anything behind.ua so we can finish the games 
about them," Ralston said. "But in oft;" Ralst.on said. "We've been f.all.ing 
looking at their schedule, they*ve lost behind early all year. We've had to 
t.o some good t.eama. play catch-up. 
"We'll just play our own game. , "We're trying to get our middles 
Sometimes if you tell the kids too mol'8 involved in the offense. If we 
~ tbin8s about the opponent,· it can, that will help ua in the rest of 
takes them~ from their game... the conferenoe." · 
Easteni, 7-12 overall and 2-1 in There's only one other comparison 
' ~e Mid-Con, l~ its ~ conference Eastern c~'n ma)te to the 3-8 
game to Valparaiso last Friday Missouri-KC team - both were 
before defeating both Northeast.em swept by Loyola. Now Ea.stern hopes 
lllinois''&Dd Chicago State Saturday. to put the sweeps bqck on Missouri-
Ralston im't downp~ the impor- KC, or at least win the game. 






We Wire Flowers! · . 
conference with 18 catches, and Jason 
.Calabrese, who won Gateway Offensive 
Player of .the Week honors after his six· 
catch, 146-yard effort in Eastern's Sl-15 
loes t.o Mtirray State, has caught 15 balls. 
East.em ranks sixth in the conference in 
team d~fense, but solid performances 
against the University of'Tuxa.s at El Paso 
and Southwest Missouri have helped. 
Junior Tim Carver bas continued his 
dominanM at middle linebacker, collecting 
a team-high 89 tackles Outside linebacker 
Mike Miller ~eight tackles and a pair of 
s'cks against Soutbweet a week ago. 
Miller's two sacks lead the team. 
And Chris Brown, who was shifted from 
linebacker to safety in the preseaeoo, has 
adapted to his new position smoothly, 
racking up 44 tackles and two int.ercep-
1ions so far. 
-Steve Largent has continued to improve 
on his newly assigned punting duties, 
averaging 33.9 yan;le per kick. Despite the 
double duty, the junior's place kicking 
hasn't suffered at all. Largent nailed a 46-' 
yard field goal last week in Missouri and . 
has hit on 72 consecutive point-after 
attempts dating back to last year. 
Manker_,__,,;__ _____ _ 
~· From Page 1 B 
Into whatever wat.ers the East.em ath-
letic ship is chartered, it will travel there 
minus wrestling and men's swimming. 
Thoae two sports were axed from the 
program last week as the department 
tried d~perately to bring itself closer to 
compliance with federal gender equity 
laws. 
Ea.st.em has gained a reputation as one 
of the nation's prime offenders regarding 
equal athletic opportunity for women. 
The aforementioned sports paid the price. 
With the addition next year of women's 
soccer, the department will then offer 
nine sports each for both men and 
women. But the head count and resouroe 
allocation for each gender remains vastly \ 
disproportionate. 
Perhaps _ sometime s~on those 
inequities will also be corrected, but 
much speculation surrounds how that 
can be done with a 90-man football pro-
gram playing at O'Brien Field. . · 
And as for the 18 sports gBBtem wiU 
have beginning next year, McBee said he 
wants to field winners. Tb.at has t.o make ~ 
~fans wonder what will happen to . 
some l~ng-time coaches should they. not 
pile up the vict.ories this season. 
Well, enjoy the parade. Grill a burger 
and have a cold one. 




for the position of: 
,Special Event.s Coordinator 
and 
Concerts Coordinator 
Oue to be held on Tues. Oct. I I A.pf\t 503 Jefferson • : 345-7007 . ons 0 ,., tcatio ~\">\">\\~~ \"\onda'f Pick up an application . ct. 10 ,..,:~Doe 
oc.t.- in Room 20 I in the Student Activities Office day Call us about weekly spt!Cfals 
Bring In this ad and rec.elve 
20% OFF (Cash-n-<:arly only) 




What do you do with an after-eam-e hunger that's as big as the 
stadiuui? Bring it to BLIMPIE'9 We stack our subs and salads 
with enough fresh-sliced meats, cheeses and veggies to satisfy 
even the uioet ravenous appetit.ee. And with our subs and 
combo meals, there's no tastier way to fill up Ca.et. Come to 
BLIMPIE toda3'1 
·---~----- ----· • •  Buy 6" Sub and Get One Free W/purchase of Medium Drink  
• •  Plea.e pt"98ent thim coupon be£ore cndartna . .Not valid i f altered o r .  
• • duplicated. One order per coupon. One coupou ~r cuet.omer P6r vUJi t . • 
CUIJtoJner muat pay a.o,y ..i- tax due. Not 8oO<I in combination with • 
• ~other of!'er. C-h value 1/100of1-. 0«- espil'ee ICV2 11<>4 • 
• Oft'..- aood at: 
=. ~ = .Not Valld ori /iif:i. • I Delivery . ~~ . 81 8 · For~Ba'be. 
·----------------------------· 
10B Friday, October 7, 1994 The Daily Eastern News
COACH EDDY'S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET  IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE




















































































































































































































































































































































Crewneck SweatshirtsLong Sleeve T-ShirtsShort Sleeve T-ShirtsSEE US FORTHE LOWESTPRICE IN TOWN!!!
SWEATSHIRTS BY:RUSSELL  7 OZ.CHAMPION  9 OZ.MEDALLION  12 OZ.10% off
EIU
TRANSFERS NOW $1.00
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Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am























































































































































































































































































































































Chicago Dog – mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish,
tomato and celery salt
yes, all dogs get chips .........................................$1.99
Double Dog – just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun
– CRAZY ................................................................$2.39
Cheese Dog–same great dog & bun smothered in ched-
dar cheese – WOW! ...............................................$2.09
Chili Dog–with heaping pile of chili con carne–
GREAT ...................................................................$2.09
Honey dipped Corn Dog- Wow!!..........................$1.29
Cheese & Chili Dog–Pile of chili on top of our great dogs
then smothered in cheddar cheese–
Wow! What a load!.................................................$2.39
Side Orders–all fried in 100% unsaturated
canola oil
Chips - Reg. or BBQ ................................................ .65
Mozzarella Sticks–if you need red sauce, just ask (no
charge) ...................................................................$2.75
Beer Batter Onion Rings......................................$1.49
Sweet Delights
Homemade Brownies – The Best!!! ....................... .79
20 oz. Drinks ............................................................ .79
Iced Tea - Coke - Sprite - Diet Pepsi - 7 up
All Prices subject to Sales Tax
Italian Beef–deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side–
Just like Mamma's! .................................................$3.29
Italian Sausage–spicy sausage cooked over our char-
broil grill by chef Mark to perfection- awesome!.......$2.49
Combo Beef & Sausage - same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grill sausage for one of the best sand-
wiches here...............................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak - a 4 oz. beef steak grilled with
onions & sweet peppers then covered with provolone
cheese -
the next best thing to visiting Philly - Yo!.............$3.59
Chicken Philly - Just like Philly Cheese Steak only with
lean chicken..............................................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - not for the faint-hearted - a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flames then served
with your choice of topping on our home made french
bread.........................................................................$2.89
Meatball Deluxe - 4, Yes 4!  1oz. meat balls stuffed on
our home made bread, suffocated in our Grandma-style
marinara red sauce...................................................$2.69
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion - the best gyros
in central Illinois .....................................................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - a lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (Not Chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce - served on our
fresh baked buns ......................................................$2.49
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the Best! -
our beef is all beef - no filler  and cooked as you order,
over the open flame of  char-broil grill, served on our
made-here oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup,




Double Cheese Burger ...........................................$3.19
Open 7 Days a Week!!
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We deliver 11 a.m. - 2  p.m.  for lunch;
4 p.m. - midnight
Sat. & Sun. We deliver ALL DAY
345-2466
Just call and we’ll zip ‘em to ya!
Located at 405 Lincoln
No fries at Joey’s but all dogs get chips, reg. or BBQ your
choice! Served on our freshly baked Hot Dog Buns
Whoa! Wow! Wang!
INTRODUCING....A few but great Deli Sandwiches
Turkey & Provolone • Beef & Provolone • Ham & Provolone •Cheese & Cheese, ( American Cheese and Provolone
Cheese, for those who like to smile). What’s on ‘em? Lettuce, Tomato & Hellmans the real stuff! Placed on our french bread
that’s baked here in our bakery (Same place as our homemade Brownies). All for the low price of $3.00 + tax!
Joey’s Dogs
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The score was 30-28 in favor
of Northern Iowa. There were
four seconds on the clock and
Eastern place-kicker Rich
Ehmke was staring at a 58-
yard field goal.
Snap. Placement. Kick. Good!
Time expired and most of the
11,052 hysterical Panther fans
rushed the playing surface of
O’Brien Field to celebrate the
Panthers’ 31-30 victory over
Northern Iowa.
One goal post was torn down
and an upright was tossed into
the campus pond.
“A game like that ought to be
for the national championship,”
then-Panther head coach Al
Molde said after the game. “Oh,
what a game!”
That was homecoming week-
end 1986. The Homecoming
theme, very fittingly, was “It’s a
Classic.”
That was one of many
thrilling games between these
two teams that share the nick-
name Panthers.
It may not rank up there
with Bears–Packers, Black-
hawks–Blues or Cardin-
als–Cubs, but the rivalry
between the Eastern Illinois
Panthers and the Northern
Iowa Panthers has truly been
one made in sports history.
The statistics tell it all.
Though Northern Iowa leads
the series with an 11-6-1 record
against Eastern, 12 games have
been decided by a touchdown or
less, including the last nine.
Eight games have been
decided by three or fewer
points. And after 18 grueling
games over a 19-year period,
Northern Iowa has outscored
Eastern by just eight points –
349-341.
Eastern has never won at
Northern Iowa, going 0-9-1. But
the Panthers have done well at
home going 6-2.
And the Panthers were the
last team to shutout Northern
Iowa, 13-0 on Oct. 15, 1983.
Since then, the Purple Panthers
have gone 122 games without
being shutout.
The series has been high-
lighted by many close games.
Here are two:
• Nov. 7, 1992 – If the 1986
game was the most dramatic,
this game was the biggest
upset.
It was Parents’ Weekend at
Eastern, and the game was a
tale of two teams headed in dif-
ferent directions. Northern
Iowa was 8-0 and ranked No. 1
in Division I-AA, while Eastern
had struggled to accumulate a
3-6 mark.
Despite the serious differ-
ences between the two teams,
Eastern pulled off the upset vic-
tory, 21-15, behind a tremen-
dous game by the defense.
Eastern’s Shavez Hawkins
totaled four quarterback sacks
and 13 total tackles, and the
defense held Northern Iowa
wide receiver/special teams
returner Kenny Shedd to 50
total yards after he entered the
game with a 168 yards-per-
game average.
Bob Spoo kisses Panther run-
ning back Edson Castillo after
the victory.
• Nov. 23, 1991 – Eastern
had lost five games by one point
and another by two points in
1991. The last game of the sea-
son fell into the category of a
season most Panther backers
would like to forget.
Even a six-hour delay to clear
the UNI-Dome of snow could
not stop Eastern’s losing ways
of 1991.
Northern Iowa’s Brian
Mitchell kicked a 34-yard field
goal with 28 seconds remaining
in the contest to give the fourth-
ranked Purple Panthers the 18-
17 victory.
After the game, Eastern’s
Jamie Jones, who ended his
career on that day as the
Gateway’s all-time leading
rusher, said he would “trade in
every record in the world for a
win. I’d much rather go out
with a win.”
Glenn was the first Eastern football player
ever to play for a professional team. He got a
letter in November of 1940 that read as follows:
“Dear Mr. Glenn: I understand you have com-
pleted your Varsity competition and would like
to know if you would be interested in playing
Professional football next Fall. Please fill out
and return the questionnaire in the enclosed
Special Delivery Envelope.”
The letter was signed – “Sincerely yours,
George S. Halas.”
Glenn went to Bears rookie camp in the sum-
mer of 1941 and met up with Bob Zuppke, who
had come to look at the Bears’ T-Formation.
“George Halas sent him over to the squad
that I was working with and he looked at me
and recognized me,” Glenn said. “I said ‘I’m the
same guy that you told couldn’t play Big Ten
football, but I made it this far.’”
According to Glenn, Zuppke had no response.
Glenn went on to play for the Chicago Bears
in 1941, but he injured a shoulder and played
only one more season (1945) with the Bears
before retiring from football.
As for Halas, Glenn said, “As far as I’m con-
cerned, he was a great man.”
Glenn lives in Springfield now and is current-
ly on the Board of Directors of the Panther
Club.
He regularly attends Panther athletic events
and has been traveling a lot since his wife’s
death in January. 
“I figure I owe the university a little,” Glenn
said. “(Coming back) helps keep me young.”
UNI vs. Eastern: Always a battle
Glenn
♣ From Page 1B 
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Welcome Back to
EIU Homecoming ‘94
from Brenda, Sue & Holly
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“Celebracion de La Raza”
October 10 - 15
*All events, unless noted differently are to be held in the University Ballroom
Monday - Movies “Zoot Zuit” and “Mambo King” 7 p.m.
Tuesday - Cultural Fair 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Wednesday - Lecture - Himilce Novas 8 p.m. 
“Latino History Before Columbus and After Clinton”
Thursday - Concert - Correro Aero - 8 p.m.
Music of Argentina and Brazil







After 93 seasons of football at
Eastern, it is not difficult to pin-
point the glory days of the program.
The golden years of Panther foot-
ball emerged shortly after a disas-
trous 1977 season that saw Eastern
flounder to a 1-10 record. That 1977
season led to the hiring of Darrell
Mudra, aptly named “Dr. Victory,”
and Eastern football would never
be the same.
That personnel move launched
the beginning of more than a
decade of dominance on both the
Division II and Division I-AA levels,
a period during which Eastern
would earn six postseason berths,
nine consecutive winning seasons
and one national championship.
Mudra’s first season was in 1978,
a year in which he took nearly the
same team that won only one of 11
games a year before and molded it
into national champs. A trio of
future NFL coaches walked the
sidelines for Eastern under Mudra
in defensive coordinator John
Teerlinck, offensive coordinator
Mike Shannahan and wide
receivers coach Jerry Brown.
Led by the late Chris “Poke”
Cobb, Eastern’s all-time leading
rusher, quarterback Steve Turk and
All-American wide receiver James
Warring, the Panthers finished 12-2
and topped No. 1 Delaware 10-9 in
Longview, Texas, in the Division II
title game to deliver the only foot-
ball national championship in
Eastern history.
Mudra remains the most success-
ful coach in Panther history, accu-
mulating a 47-15-1 record from
1978-1982.
Eastern dropped to 7-4 in 1979,
but that was a year in which Cobb
finished as Eastern’s most prolific
rusher with 5,042 yards and 49
touchdowns, all records, and defen-
sive tackle Pete Catan rang up a
school-record 21 sacks, including
six in a game with Southern
Illinois.
The Panthers returned to nation-
al prominence in 1980, finishing 11-
3 and advancing to the national
title game again. Eastern was led
by Catan, senior flanker Scott
McGhee and current defensive line
coach and then-defensive tackle
Randy Melvin. The team was
ranked No. 1 in Division II
throughout the playoffs.
But the Panthers, who rode a
wave of good fortune to
Albuquerque, N.M., for the title
game, ran out of luck there, drop-
ping a 21-13 contest to California
Poly State University.
After finishing 6-5 while adjust-
ing to the Division I-AA ranks and
the Mid-Continent Conference in
1981, Eastern made another seri-
ous run at a national championship
in 1982. Led by All-American safety
Robert Williams and quarterback
Jeff Christensen, the Panthers
racked up an 11-0-1 record before
bowing to Tennessee State 20-19 in
a quarterfinal playoff game.
The departure of Mudra ushered
in the Al Molde era, which did not
skip a beat as far as wins went,
going 32-15 from 1983-86. 
The Molde years were highlight-
ed by the “Eastern Airlines,” which
boasted an awesome aerial attack
led by quarterback Sean Payton
and wideouts Roy Banks and Jerry
Wright. Payton rewrote the Eastern
passing record books, setting marks
with 3,843 yards and 28 touch-
downs in 1984, 509 yards passing
in a win over Saginaw State in
1985 and 10,655 career passing
yards and 75 touchdown tosses.
An All-American split end in
1986, Banks hauled in 69 passes for
1,269 yards and 17 touchdowns in
1984, and finished with 184 career
receptions for 3,177 yards and 38
touchdowns.
Wright set a single-season receiv-
ing mark in 1984 with 76 catches,
and finished with 150 career recep-
tions.
Molde led Eastern to a 9-3 record
in 1983, and after Eastern joined
the Gateway Conference in 1985,
directed it to another serious play-
off run in 1986. That team, led by
the passing arm of Payton, the
hands of Banks and the tenacious-
ness of All-American defensive
tackle John Jurkovic, finished 11-2,
but had its season abruptly halted
by a 24-22 quarterfinal loss to
Western Kentucky at O’Brien Field.
After Molde left, current Panther
coach Bob Spoo was hired in 1987
to keep the winning tradition alive.
Spoo has only been able to manage
one winning season in his time,
though, that being 1989 when the
Panthers finished 9-4 after a quar-
terfinal playoff loss to Montana 25-
19.
Eastern has gone 36-42-1 under
Spoo, but his time has seen some
fine individual performances.
Linebacker Jeff Mills became
Eastern’s all-time leader in tackles
with 426 in 1989, a number that
safety Tim Lance approached but
fell just short of, finishing with 403
in 1990.
Tailback Jamie Jones became the
Gateway Conference’s all-time lead-
ing rusher, finishing with 3,466
yards in 1991, second on Eastern’s
all-time list behind Cobb.
Maynard O’Brien, after whom Lincoln Field
would be renamed at the start of the 1974 sea-
son, led the Panthers to a 29-50-1 record in nine
seasons of coaching (1946-50, 52-55). Although
he went down in Eastern lore, O’Brien could
only muster up one winning season, that being
its 1948 campaign when it became the first
Eastern squad to advance to a bowl game – the
Corn Bowl. The Panthers lost to Illinois
Wesleyan, 6-0.
Eastern finished under .500 all but once
between 1952 and 1977, a time period that
accounted for six different coaches and a 59-162-
8 mark, with the lone winning season being the
4-3-1 campaign in 1961.
Panther football reached an all-time low
under head coach Jack Dean from 1972-74,
accumulating a 6-24-1 record in his three-year
stay, and bumbled through its worst season in
recent memory under John Konstantinos in
1977, finishing 1-10.
Darrell Mudra was hired in 1978 and took
the football program to new heights – the NCAA
Division II national championship. Eastern fin-
ished 12-2 and ran to its first national gridiron
title. The Panthers advanced to the national
title game again in 1980 with an 11-3 mark.
Eastern’s football program moved up to
Division I-AA status in 1981, but Mudra left
shortly after, taking the head coaching job at
Northern Iowa after the 1982 season.
Al Molde then led Eastern to a 32-15 record
and a pair of playoff appearances from 1983-86,
including an 11-2 run that led to a quarterfinal
playoff loss in his final season.
Former Purdue offensive coordinator and cur-
rent coach Bob Spoo was hired to take over in
1987, but while his background was in develop-
ing quarterbacks, Spoo could not continue the
success that had preceded him.
Eastern has gone 36-42-1 under Spoo but has
finished above .500 only once, that being in 1989
when the Panthers advanced to a quarterfinal
playoff game and finished with a 9-4 record.
Since that last playoff season, Eastern has
been below average, going 17-26-1 from 1990-
93.
Football glory days began in 1977 Past
† From Page 1B


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOURS200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
Prices Effective
Friday, October 7 thru
Thursday, October 20, 1994 Open 6 am - 11 pmATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE





$197 $14714.5 oz.Bag LB.
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Fri. - Baby Back Ribs
Half Slab         $1025
Full Slab          $1375
Sat. - Pork Chops
1 - $925 2 - $1175
Kabobs     $1375
Sun. - 6 oz. Prime Rib
Homecoming Seafood Special:
Mako Shark
700 E. Broadway - Mattoon 234--7337
GOOD LUCK PANTHERS
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Fri. - Sat. open til 1 am
Carry-out, Delivery,or Dine-in
LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA& 1 ORDER OF BREADSTICKS$7.99.
• • • •  7  DAYS A WE E K!  • • • •
LUNCH SPECIALS•Tuna Salad Sandwich on croissant with cupof soup or salad•Mushroom and cheese omelette muffin and choice of fruit or salad•Fish with macaroni and cheese coleslaw and roll
EVENING SPECIALSMon-Sat AFTER 5PM
GREAT BREAKFASTS 
EVERY MORNING!
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ated from Eastern, but for
the past two years, he has
traveled from San Francis-
co to his alma mater for
Homecoming week.
Skidmore left Eastern








like hundreds of Eastern
men, weren’t able to grad-
uate – some were never
able to return home.
But the Office of Alumni
and Community Relations
provides alumni like Skid-
more, as well as those
who have graduated, the
opportunity to “come
home” to Eastern for their
50-year Golden Anniver-
sary Reunion.
“I attended my reunion
in ‘92 and have come
back for each one ever







Chicago band releases 
debut album
see Page 3C
•continued on Page 5C
nddy . . be perfbrmlng. 
1UB Homecoming .. USO • Homecunlng game against 
._._ .. a.I ff'om 8-11 p.m. Northern Iowa at 2 p .m. at 
1 the Grand Ballroom of the O'Brien Staditon. 
lartln lUther King Jr. University •Greek Step Show at 8 p.m. 
Jruon. AdrnisgOO Ls free. in McAfee Gym. 
The Black Greek Cowicil will • Clockwork Orange, a rock 
resent the 1994 step Show 'n ' roll band from Champaign, 
t 7 p.m. in McAfee Gyrrinasi- will be performing at 10 p.m. at 
m. Admission is.$3 for Greeks, Ted's Warehouse. Admission is 
5 in advance and $7 at the $1 with coupon. 
oor. . • D.P. Brown Uw will be per-
' Tbe CheJTY Stoners. an forming at 9 p.m. at Jerry's Pub.. 
ltemative-rock band, and Face Admission is free. 
lill be ~fming at 10 p,m. at • P~ory will be perform-
'ed's Warehouse, 102 N~ Sixth ing at 10:30 p.m. in the Dun-
t. AdmisSion is $2 with coupon. geon, 509 Van Burean. Admis-
D.P. Brown l..Jve will be per- sion is $3. 
>rming at 9 p.m. at Jerry's Pub, 




1ing at 9 :30 a.m. on Seventh 
treet. . 
Homecoming game kick-off 
rom noon to 2 p.m. at O 'Brien 
)taditon. Springfield Shaky, a 
>lues band from Springfield, will 
Monday thru Friday~ 
• UB Video presents "PhlladeJ· 
phia" arxl "My 'Ufe" all day in 
the Video Lounge of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Monday 
• Latino Awareness Week 
begins. 
• "Zoot Zult" and "Mamba 
King" will be playing at 7 p.m. 
In the University Ballroom: 
·•. The Counseling Center pre-
s~pts "Growing Up In an 
U~ Family" by Dr. Karo- . 
la Alf orcl at 7 p .m. in the Effing-
ham Ro:om in. the Ufl}on. 
Tuesday 
• Cultural fair from 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m. in the University Ballroom. 
Wednesday 
• Himilce Novas will present .his 
lecture .. Latino History Belote 
Columbus and After Clhtton" 




• Correro Aero will be perform-
ing music from Argentina and 
Brazil at 8 p.m. in the University 
Ballroom. 
Tarble 
• The Art Faculty Exhibition, 
featuring works from Eastern fac-
ulty, will run Oct. 8 through No"v. 
27. 
(217) 348-8488 
l~\ ~~ 0 -r--
"One of Eastem's Largest Selections of Art 
And Drafting Supplies" 
Phone:345-633 1 Fax: 345-1338 







I I . 
I -
I 
• 7 Days a Week• 
1\vo 16" Thin Crust Pizzas with 
~Topping for just *lltS · 
If you want just one pizza, it's. $7.95. 
Offers good 7 Days a \1kek 
on Carry-Out & Dclivttj 
tbroogb Oct. 16, 1994 at: 
Cllarleston • 90'J 18th Street 
341-7515 
Open Mon. - Sat. 
5pm - lam 
Welcome 
. 
Roe's now has • complete One of 
Imports ~ Miao Beers 
70 overall vartedes 
Fri. L Sat. 5_pedal 











Goyerilo~ Edgar · 
to seive as grand 
nlarsfuill of event 
~ MATl'llEW SCOTT 
This year's Homecomblg parade 
Will haw a touch of $pringfieJd as It 
inarches up Seventh Sa.t. 
Gov. Jim Edgar a nd his wife, 
Brenda, are the scheduled Grand 
Marshals for this Saturday's Home-
coming parade. 
"Brenda and l ~ proud to be part 
of Eastern Illinois University's centen-
nial celebratJon.," Edgar said In press 
release. "We are bot,tl proud mem-
bers of BU's family and look forward 
to coming back for Ho mecoming 
each year." 
The parade will take course at 
9:30 a .m. on Sew:nth Street and will 
proceed toward the town square and 
end on Sixth Street. 
f.clgar, who ls currently seeking re-
election, graduated from F.astem in 
1968 with a degree In history. 
Members of the democratic party 
a re also invo lved In this year's 
parade. Although Dawn Clark Netsch 
will not be available to participate In 
the parade, Paul Wieck. coordinator 
of the Dawn Clark Net!ch candidacy 
in Coles c.ounty, will take her place. 
"Ordinarily, In election years, you 
have people eitheT. In the parade or 
people repaeseuting people who are 
running for an office,• Birdina Gregg. 
vice chairman of the democratic 
party for the East Side o f Coles 
Camty. 
"Thi9 is an election year, and this 
is pOlttic:s ... 
Homecoming Chairman Matt 
Giordano said since 1994's Home-
commg Is during an election year, 
more polttldans are p6rticipating In 
the parade than In past years. 
SHU, according to parade rules, 
political figures are not alJowed to dis-
play signs that have~ "vote" or 
"elect" written on them. 
"It's not a parade to go out and 
get votes," said CaroJyn Magbziasi. 
co-c~~an o f the Homecoming 
~ .:~·s more o f a (celebration) 
parade. We don't want (poUtidans) to 
f12M? si9n'·., 
In toCal, more than 120 fJoats. cars 
and organizations will participate In 
this year's parade - most of which 
will be decorated according to a pre-
vious Homecoming theme. 
ln honor o f Eastem's centennial 
c:elebnition, each o rganlz.atlon has 
chosen to decorate their float fro m 
past Homecoming themes - some 
in clude the "W ild, Wild West," "I 
La.'e a Parade," the Olympics, World 
W111 D and Disney. 
Orgnnlmtions participating in the 
Parade lnck.de the VFW color guarit, 
Eastern's marching band, the 
Charlestol'} High and Junior High 
School ~:bend, the Pink Pan-
thers, Easten's flOTC col6r guard. 
AreiJ buslriases sUch as WM-Mart, 
Sttx ind RemiX Realtors haw also 
entered floets Into thl5 ~·s Horne-
Coming parade. 
Honored alumni, ~ ~ 
as Faulkner 8nd Sherfy.McCoy Who' 
were vo ted Outstanding Young,, 11 • Alumnus. Will ride on the Re~ 
~· float. Other hcnonld altlml 
M the Railax Realtoi'I' ftoet lrdile 
J. Akl Bnlnl ~ °'""' Gebbllrd 
and Hog.a.- RO§enon. who W8l9 ~ 
Onii ror·tbi ~~ -
Awvd, and Nancy Owen foi thi 
AUnnl ~ Awarcl. 
Art.teacher's paintings sketches a different side of society 
By AMY HEEREN . 
Yu J1 has spent more than a ft?W days 
at Washington Square Park of New York 
Oty. 
Any one o f his e ight sketch books 
prove it. 
Inside the books, a police officer with 
one leg props himself against an invisible 
wall, a homeless black man sleeps on the 
street and a couple of young people 
watch a tnan play the guitar. 
J i's books contain hundreds of sketch· 
es of the different characters he has seen 
at Washington Square Park. Latj?r, he 
turlled his sketches into oil paintings. 
The fi n al resuk are paintings· that 
combin.e a realistic look on society with 
an abstract surrounding. 
The art faculty member's paintings 
will be displayed at the 1994 Art Faculty 
Exhibition in the main galleries of the 
Tarble Arts Center from Oct. 8 to Nov. 
27. 
A reception to celebrate the exhibition 
will be held from 2 to 4 p.m .. Oct. 9. 
marking the 44th annual Eastern Art 
Faculty Exhibition. 
Yu Ji. a native of Beijing. began focus· 
ing on urban culture in 1 986 while study-
ing a t New York Studio School in New 
York Oty. He also studied at SUNY New 
Paltz. He taught five years at Southern 
Uta h Univers ity and began teaching 
drawing and painting this year at East-
ern. 
~My experience in this country has 
broadened my views. China is very 
~omogeneous ... Yu Ji said. ··01fferent 
cultures are a positive in America. " 
Yu J i said when he starts a painting 
he doesn't know what the fmal result will 
be. 
~During the process (of any artwork) 
you realize the materials are not dead 
and the painter establishes a dialogue 
with the painting, " Yu Ji said. "The 
process is a personal approach and indi-
vidual effort. The procedure IS a formula 
you follow, a set of rules with no free· 
dom of thinking." 
And he 'believes the process is mo re 
important than the proceQw-e. 
rea}lstically eye level wtth them. 
· "If you don't have an intimate rela-
tionship with your painting, the message 
In the painting won 't be convincing to 
the audience. 
Boshart practices his concern about 
environmental issues by using borrowed 
materials from lumberyard for the final 
sculpture. 
"Beautiful things can be very brutal," 
Yu Ji said. "The truth can be ugly." 
"The tree was a lready cut do wn ," 
Boshart said. "I 
Yu J i's work is new to the 
Faculty Art Exhibition. Seven· 
teen other recent works of art 
from Eastem 's art faculty and 
faculty emeritus will a lso be 
displayed. 
Other faculty members are: 
Katherine Bartel (cast paper 
sculpture), Jeff Boshart (wood 
sculpture maqu.ettes). Suzan 
Braun (weaving), Joel Bujn-
owski (oil painting. intaglio), 
Garret DeRuiter (fine metals), 
Carl Emmerich {drawing , 
acrylic painting, relief con· 
structions). David Griffin (met-
als mixed with media), Albert 
Grivetti (graphic design). Bill 
Heyduck (stoneware). Charles 
Nivens {graphic design). 
Denise Rehm-Mott (intaglio, 
porcelain), Walter Sorge (oil 
and watercolor painting) and 
Ernest Whitworth (installation). 
The Art f acuity emeritus in 
the exhibition ar.e: Hannah 
Eads (sumi ink painting, hand-
made paper), Cary Knoo'p 
(steel structure). June Krutza. 
(chased silver). and Lynn 
Trank (watercolor on caJ1vas). 
"The exhibition gives the 
viewer a fairly good view of 
the range of the art program." 
said director of Tarble Arts 
Michael Watts. "as fa r as 
what's taught." 
Jeff Boshart will be show-
EUSSA BROADHURST/Photo editor 
Yu J l's "Portrait" ls one of the many d isplays 
at t he 1994 Faculty Art Exh ibltlol} Oct. 8 
through Nou. 27 in the Tarble A;ts Cente·r~~--
. . ' .- ·, 
ing small models or maquettes of sculp-
tures that will be installed at different 
institutions in the United States. 
give the tree an expanded exPerienee. 
He has asked for the ·maquettes to be 
put on pedestals so that the audience is 
"My ideas come from th e idea of 
bridges, .. Boshart said. "I use the tech-
nology. construction and physics of 
bridges as a seed for my ideas ... 
veruca sings 
Chicago VE"UCA SALT 
~and cuts At\l\ERICAN THIGHS 
rrst album 
By MIKE MEYER 
.. A record full of our little 
babies" is how Veruca Salt's vocal-
ist-guitarist Louise Post described 
her band's upcoming debut album 
last February. 
Eight months later. the new· 
boms have amved: Veruca Salt has 
given birth to its fi rst full-length 
recording, .. American T highs'' 
(Minty Fresh). 
The long wait has paid off. The 
album is completely enjoyable. 
Floating on a crisp pop-rock 
cloud. Veruca Salt pumps out 13 
addictive anthems on .. American 
Thighs. " The band's electrifying. 
potent cheerfulness brightens the 
current music scene, adding an 
original uplifting tinge of hope to 
the calloused sound of '90s rock. 
O n e pa r ticular song~rom 
"American Thighs· that d o • 
strates Veruca Salt's gift of eer 
through song Is "Victrola." Falset· 
to-ind uced lyrics and distorted 
power-chord guitar work from Post 
and Nina Gordon propel the track 
throughout, presenting a classlc-
rock groove e qua} tQ tbat of a 
• hyperediye-led Zeppelin dusty. 
··Forsythia · also rides close to 
the classic-rock genre, swaying 
instrumentally into a psychedelic 
swirl occasionally. The song sinks 
its colorful roots in quickly. leaving 
the listener entangled in Veruca 
Salt s hook-filled pop shrubury. 
Drummer Jim Shapiro and bassist 
Steve Lack compliment the '70s 
feel. acid-rocking their rhythm sec-
tion during the song· s heavier 
refrain. 
Perhaps the most epic song on 
"American Thighs'' is the over·the-
top "Splderman '79 ... S lowing 
down a bit without losing instru· 
mental power, Veruca Salt finds i1s 
most whopping ntche: The enec· 
getic ballad. "SpidennaQ '79" reels 
in precisely ~nuocjated emotfoo 
and dwacter, sW(Jindmg.:time ~ 
punch the listen~r • ..,uh crunchy 
guitar riffs. The result is a wetl-
rounded e xample. ~i 'the band 's 
engaging taJent' . 
Veruca Salt ls de$tined for OYer-
exposure; its insaneJy catchy sound 
could be dangerous in the hands of 
the maln.streafn. &it for. now, the 
band and Its lndle-{abel debut prove 
onoe again that ~ don't haw to 
sell out to be a ~. • -
Horriecoming-------~~--
· • From Page 1 C 
' an excellent OPROrtunity to 
see old faces and find out 
what.. different people have 
done.• 
All 50-year alumni will 
participate .in a Golden Anni-
versary Reunion dinner, 
where friends will be reac-
quaint¥d and be treated to a 
slidesliow highlighting the 
, changes on campus during 
tl:ie past 50 years. 
Alumna Mary. Marjorie 
Ashby Lanman wit! repre-
sent the class of 1944 as it 
relives its memories during 
the dinner, Homecoming 
game and the Livingston C. 
Lord Induction Ceremony. 
The ceremony, which com-
memorates the return of 
each individual for their 
50th anniversary, will honor 
Eastern's first president, 
Livingston C. Lord. 
According to the a lumni 
office, about 100 alumni will 
be returning for the 50th 
Golden Anniversary festivi-
ties. 
But Eastern's Centennial 
Homecoming is not strictly 
for anniversary alumni. 
A Homecoming Alumni 
Ball will spotlight Friday's 
activities from 8 p.m. to mid-• 
night in the Grand Ballroom 
of the Martin Luther King· 
Jr. University Union. The 
ball, which is sponsored by 
the Student Activities office, 
will recreate a 1940's USO 
Canteen dance. 
"It was a very patri·otic 
time in the midst of World 
War Il,n said Homecoming 
Chairman Matt Giordano. 
"And we hope to recreate the 
atmosphere and feeling of a 
USO Canteen with '40s cos-
tumes and red, white and 
blue decpr." 
USO Canteens were dan-
ces held throughout America 
during Wodd War II when 
soldiers were granted leave 
passes. 
Eastern's recreation of 
such an affair will feature 
Big Band Swing music, per-
formed by the Eastern Jazz 
Ensemble, and is open to the 
campus, community and any 
visiting alumni or family. 
The dance will also fea-
ture free coffee and donuts 
like the canteens of the '40s 
had. Admission is free. 
Other HomecoQling day 
activities include a Depart· 
mental Coffee Hour from ·9 to 
11:30 a .m. in the Old Main 
lobby. The coffee hour' is to 
show alumni *what Eastern's 
beeo doing since they attend-
ed.• 
Representatives from each 
department will be present 
to discuss changes the uni -
versity has undergone in the 
last 50 years. 
"This gives alumni t h e 
chance to stroll througb., re-
ceive information and meet 
with other visiting alumni 
they might not have seen for 
50 y&ars," said Wendi Pon-
seti, [))ember of the ·support 
staff of the alumni office. 
All departments will be 
repr esented at the coffee 
hour except the following: 
Journalism department, 
which will meet at 9 a.m. in 
the Buzzard Building; The· 
ater Department, which will 
meet at 11 a.m. in the The-
ater Lobby; and the Music 
Department, which will meet. 
at 11 a.m. in the Fine Arts 
Lobby. 
All faculty and staff are 
invited to attend. 
COME· OUT AND TRY 
THE BEST 
BREAKFAST IN TOWNI 
• 409 7T1i St .• 
Sein~ Fronols Medlo o1 Cen~er 
ColleQe of' NurslnQ 
Peorl• llllnola 
O PEN HOUSE 
So~- Nove•ber S 
9:00 o• - 12:00 noon 
F" .. 11 6 P•r\.-\.I•• S<.ud~ • v •ll•ble 
••e h ~11 6 Sorin" S ••••'-•r 
NLN Ac.c.redl\.ed 
Ad•l•alons orrace 
!!511 NE ~r-eenle•r S\.r-••'-
Peor:I• IL 01003-3783 
Ph : <3oo> eee- 2eoo 
Poet still remembered a century after birth ~aoovoooovnnnnnnnooonooaooonnoo0oooo• OODDODODOIOIC 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Though he 
was the self-effacing "i" of bis poems, 
Edward Estlin Cummings aJways wrote his 
name in uppercase letters. 
He was Estlin in youthful letters home t.o 
his fami ly, E.E. Cummings in business. 
"He signed his name with capital letters. 
We think t h e lowercase started as a pub-
lisher's gimmick," said Norman Friedman, 
flut}\or of several books on Cummings' work. 
Gimmi~ or not, "e e cummings" is how 
be often appears in memory, even a century 
after bis birth in Cambridge: the poet of the 
lowercase, the daring experiment.er in form. 
But what. of h1s thematic content? 
"He was very eloquent al best, and a good 
lyric poet," said Daniel Aaron. professor 
emeritus of American literature al Harvard 
University. " I can't. think of him as <having) 
the same stature as Robert Frost;<(T.S.) 
Eliot or Wall ace Stc>vens, poets of that 
stature. But anybody who gave me so much 
pleasure when 1 wu:; s tarting lo read has to 
retain my loyalty." 
Cummings championed youthful ideals 
lhr~hout his life. He ce lebrated the indi-
vidual over the collective "mostpeople," the 
natural over the man-made and indulged 
the pleasures of sex. He savaged armchair 
jingoism, consumerism and politics. 
"Cummings' modernism is more of a 
romantic kind. He wrote about the wonders 
of spring, of children, of love, and that was 
viewed as sentimentality," Friedman said. 
His public criticism of the Soviet Union, 
beginning in 1931, and extremely conserva-
tive political views, also put him at odds 
with many of bis left-leaning literary con-
temporaries . 
Still, at t.he time of his death at age 68 in 
1962, Cummings was one of the country's 
most popular poets and hi.;; work now 
appears in virtually every anthology. 
Born Oct. 14, 1894 , Cummings began 
writing poetry as a child . 
His father, Edward Cummings. a Unitar· 
ian minister and one of the first sociology 
professors al H a rvard College. was an 
imposing man: a pillar of the community 
and a forwa rd-thinking socia l activist. 
His mother, Rebecca Haswell Clarke 
Cummings, was the first person to encour-
age young Estlin's artistic ambitions, and 
continued to give him financial and moral 
support for the resl of her life. 
"His mother in a way brought him ue to 
be a poet." 
Co rri1 g ~fal ~ lLB ~ fal ~ ~ o rri1 ~ ~ 
-To the 1994-95 Pink Panthers 
Nicole Holland, Captain 
Kristi Bruce, Co-Captain 
Danielle Davis Elissa Howard 
Amy Hershey Andrea Pluta 
Jackie Bernard Diedre Brinkman 
Meagan Coxe Tara Peterson 
Jill Schurmann 
Good Luck at 
Homecoming 
1994! 
345--STIX Restaurant, Sports Bar & Banquet Facility 
City Alrp<>rt-Vsndalls, lllll'IOI& 
1-618--26:3-4976 
1·800-344-4764 
OPEN YEAR ROUND 
Doet5 Not Apply to Group Ratee 
I T •ndem or Other Diec:ounu. EIU I ._ _______ ..
(7849) 
WELCOME EIU ALUMNI! 
Stix is your Homecoming HEADQUARTERS! 
Friday Night: Enjoy the beautiful Restaurant & Dining Area 
Dinner: 5:00 pm .. 9:00 pm Full Service Menu 
Includes Steaks, Fish, Pizza & Custom Sandwiches 
Sing-Along with Karaoke 6:00 pm - ? 
SATURDAY - HOMECOMING 
Lunch: Stix Famous Italian Beef 5475 w /Mozz. s49~ 
Dinner: Ribeye Steak Sandwich / Stix Burger / Chicl\en / Italian Beef .. all 5495 
or Ribeye Dinner & Salad w /fries~ 
· Saturday Alutnni Karaoke 6:00 pm .. 9:00 pm 
Sunday: Sti.X Famous Brunch Buffet (In New Banquet Facility) 
All You Can Eat - Large Selection '695 from 10:00 am .. 1:00 pm 
·Bring a Friend s1oo Off 




Students aalgned to the Al;> 
demlc Assistance Center must 
make an appointment ID register 
for the Spring 1995 tt1rm. 
Appointments m~y be made 
lmmedlataly. 
Students asslgnlld to the Center 
are 111 freshman. pre-business 
majors and students who have S 
not declared or met admission 
requirements to their selected 
majors. nie appointment" must 
den\S requesting special accom-
modations due to disabllllfes Of' 
an Jlternatlve to Satun:lay lest· 
Ing due 10 reJigioos convictions 
should contact Dr. Bud Sanders, 
Actlng Director of Testing Ser-
vices. at least four weeks prior to 
the lest date. 
filmtl The fee for the TAP Is $15 
with retakes costing $10. 
be made In person. f.t:iQHf , 
CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT 
OATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPT· 
.E.Q.-lllt_Asslstance Center 14 
localed In Blalr hall. Room 1100. 
Office hours are Monday 
through Friday, 8:00 am. - 4:30 
p.m. 
Francis summers 
Director ol Student Teaching 
BUSINEsS FACULTY 
SCHOLARSKIP 
Applicattons are now available 
tor the Business Faculty Schol-
81$hlp Award. To be e!lglble, a 
student must 
1. Be a jUlb()( or sent0r admitted 
to a B.S in Business degree 
program 1or 1994-95; 
NOTE: II you m1'5 your initial 
advisement appointment. rt will 
be rescheduled atli! November 
7lh. 






FALL 1995 & SPRING 1996 
Materials to request a student 
teaching assignment for Fall 
1995 AN(> Spring 1996 are 
available and may be picked up 
beginning Tuesday, October 11· 
October 21 . 
All Elementary. Jr. High and 
SPecial Education majors who 
wish to request an assignment 
should pick up matertals in the 
Student Teaching Department 
Office. Room 210, Buzzard Edu-
cation Building between 9 a.m. • . 
neon and 1 p.m •• 3 p.m. 
All Secondary majors who WISh 
10 request an assignment must 
contact the coorolnator In their 
academic ama. 
Placements In the Chicago Area 
are limited and will be made only 
In Elementary and J r. High 
schools In selected dist.nets. 
you MUST BE ADMITTED IO 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
BEFORE you ABE ELIGIBLE 
TO SJUDENT TEACH. PLACE· 
MENTS TILL NOT BE CON· 
FIRMED BEEQBE ELIGIBILITY 
FOR STUDENT TEACHING IS 
DETERMINED 
Francis Summers 
Director of Sivoon1 Teacnings 
I 
TESTS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
& PROACIENCY 
The Tests of Achievement & 
PRoficiency (TAP) will be given 
on Saturday. November 5 1994. 
Passing s scores on the TAP or 
the PPST are required as a ~ 
of the criteria for admission<tc>' 
Teacher Education. Applicants 
for admission to Teacher Educa· 
lion may take the TAP only 
~-· 
Registra!ion: Students must reg-
ister for the TAP through Testing 
Services at the Test ReglstraUon 
Booth In the Union al least 
seven (7) days prior to the test 
date. Al the tlme of registration 
the student must present photo 
ID and pay the appropriate fee. 
Persons not residing In the 
Charleston area may contact 
Testing Services (581·5986) for 
Information about registering by 
mall. 
Soecla! AccommodaUoos: Stu-
2. Be a member of one or more 
ol the following raoalett'llllC cate-
go rle s : American Indian or 
Alaskan Nauve. Asian, Bladt. or 
Hispanic; , 
3. Be a cltiz"en ot lhe United 
Statee of Amenca or a perma-
n!M'll resident of the Uni ted 
States; 
4. Demonstrate economte nee<! 
as determined by EIU's Finan-
cial Aid Olfice; 
5. Demonstrate potential for aca· 
demlc achlevement and tor lead· 
ership and success in busmess 
or government as evidenced by 
grade point average, involve-
ment In extracumcular actMtles 
and success In employment 
experiences. 
App!Jcation deadllne is October 
11 . 1994. For appllcallons or 
addltlonal Information. contact 
Kathy Bennett in LH 112. 
Kathy Bennett 
Ass't to the Dean. 




All Leisure Studies ma1ors or 
minors planning to take their 
Internship or fleldwol1< duong the 
Spring or Summer Semester 
1995 must attend the followlng 
meeting: Tuesday, October 11 . 





The second Constitution E.xaml· 
nation !his semester will be 
given on November 1 at 2:30 
p.m. This examination applies 
onty to students seeking 10 grad· 
uate under a catalog l2ill2I to 
1992-1993. Beginning October 
5, from 1 O a.m. to 1 p.m .. Mon-
day through Frtday, at the booth 
1n the Union Bookstore lounge. 
II the booth Is closed during 
those hours, go to Testing Ser· 
vices, 202 Student Services 
Building. Bring a photo ID (dnv-
er's llcel\S8 preferred). The test 
fee ol $2 wlll be billed 10 your 
University student account. Reg-
istration begins October 5 . 
SEATING IS LIMITED. REGIS-
TER EARLY. 
Students who have iuuu;J.al 
llJliH1:I !hat may require special 
testing accommodations should 
contact Ms. Martha Jacques. 
Coordinator of Disability Ser-
vices (581-6583), at least four 
weeks pr1or llO the' test data. 
Vou may retake this exam as 
many times as neceasary to 
pass, but on scheduled dates 
only. 
BUd Sande:s 




The first Health Studies Compe-
tency ExaminaUon Ulcs semester 
will be grven at 2:30 on Tuesday, 
November 1. This examination 
appll8S only to students seeking 
to graduate under a catalog Qdm 
to 1992-i993. Register In person 
from 10 am. to 1 p.m .• Monday 
through Frtday, at the booth In 
the Union Boo«store lounge. If 
the booth 19 Closed dunng those 
hours, go to Testrng Services. 
202 SJudent Servlces & 11d1ng. 
Bnng a photo ID (dnver's license 
preferred). The test lee ol S2 will 
be twled to your Urwersity stu-
den I account. Reg1strat1on 
begins October 5. Seatlng ls 
llmlted. Register Hrly to 
mure•eeat. 
Siudents who have ~ 
Dmis:l:i ihat may reQuire special 
testing aocommodauon! Sl\Qulcl 
contact Ms. Manha Jacques. 
Coordinator ol Disability Ser· 
vices (581 ·6583). at least lour 
weetcs priol to the test dale. 
You may take the Health Studles 
Compet,ency Examination ~ 
QQQll. 
Bud Sanders 




To satisfy graduallon require-
ments !or the Bachelor's degree 
at Eastern Illinois University, you 
must R<tSS the Writing Compe-
tency 6am1natK>n (See under· 
graduate catalog.) Register to 
take this examination aller you 
have completed sixty semester 
hours (jumor standing) and have 
completed the all-university 
English requirement (typically 
English 1001 and 1002. or the 
equivalent) The last examrna· 
lion this semester will be given 
on Saturday. November 12 
Beg1nn1ng October 3, register In 
person lrom 10 a.m. 10 1 p.m. 
MoAday through Friday. at the 
booth In the Union Bookstore 
Lounge II lhe booth 1s closed 
during those hours. go to Testing 
Services. 202 Student Services 
Building. Bnng a photo ID (driv· 
er's license praterred). The test 
fee of S2 will be bllted to your 
University student aocount 
Students who have ~ci.a! 
nWH1S that may require special 
testing accommodations should 
contact Ms . Manha Jacques. 
Coordinator of Dtsablllty Ser-
vices (581~583). at least lour 
weeks pnor 10 the test date 
Students whose native language 
Is not English and who may 
need eXlra time or the use of a 
bilingual dictionary should con-
tact Doug Bower. Testing Ser· 
vices (581-5988). at least lour 
weeks prior to the test date. 
SEATING IS LIMITED. REGIS~ 
!ER AS EARLY AS PQSSIBLE 
TO ASSURE A SEAT. NOTE: 
NO REGISTRADON WILL BE 
• We have over 40 
fresh specialty 
~ coffees 
• We feature the best 
selection of fine 
imported and 
American wines 
On the Square 
In Charleston 
ACOEPTED DURING THE 
'SEVEN DAYS BtiFORE THE 
EXAM. 
BudSanders 
Acting Director ol 
Testing Services 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
Registered juniors seelang 
intemshtps. seniors, graduates, 
and alumni can schedule an 
appolntrilent With employer.; who 
are conducting orK:ampus mter-
views through networ1<ed IBM or 
IBM oompattble PC's located 
throughout campus!!! Just regis-
ter wtl\l the Career Planning and 
Placement Ce(ttar and have 
• EMPLOYER; METIJFE • Open -
Daie of Interview: 10112 • 
Majors: ALL • .Minimum GPA (II 
required): 2.00 Remar1'&: POSI· 
TJON: Ananclal Servic8s Con· 
su11ant Sales one(!ted lndlvidu-
al.s. Position involves Investing 
money tor Individuals and busi· 
nesses. Also. sale of life Insur-
ance. Salary plus bonuses. 
LOCATION: St. Louis aroa (Illi-
nois and Missouri) GRADS: 
your reglstqlbon disc uploaded · 
Into our computer m order to 
access the lnteMeW schedules! 
Students may also schedule 
appointments 1n our olfices 
IOCated in the Student SeMCeS 
Building. Room 13, or by caJOOg 
581·2412. NOTICE. Students 
must be regJStef and upload 
oomput8f disc with the Career 
Planntng and Ptacement Cen1ar 




ACTIVE SCHEDULE FOR THE 
WEEK OF OCTOBER 10. 1994 
Employer: CSC INTEL!COM -
TRIS DIVISION- Open-Date Of 
lntBMeW: 10f11 
Ma1ors: ALL-Mrn1mum GPA (ii 
req•Jired). 2. 75 • Remarks. 
POSITION Computer Program· 
mer 
MAJORS· Computer Mgmt • 
GRADS: 12/ 94, 5/95 ALUM -
LOCATION· Champaign. IL 
EMPLOYER: MCGLADBEY & 
PULLEN - Preselect • Dale of 
Interview: 10111 • Majors: ALL 
Mlnlmum GAP (if required): 3.00 
• Remarks: POSITIONS: Stall 
AccountanVAud1tor • MAJOR: 
Accountrrig GRADS: 12/94 , 
5195, 8195 • LOCATION(S): Pn-
manty IL. bul e>pportunitles e>llS1 
nattonwlde. EMPLOYER: TRAN· 
SUNION CORPORATION • 
Open - Date of lnteMow: 10/11 -
Maiors: ALL • Minimum GPA (11 
required)' 2 80 · Remarks 
POSITION. Credi! lnformallon 
Systems Trainee • MAJORS 
Business. AIS •. Computer Man· 
agement · LOCATION: ChlC8go 
·GRADS t2/ 94. 5195, 8/95. 
ALUM 
EMPLOYER XEROX CORPO· 
RATION • Open • Date of Inter· 
view· 10/12 • Maiors. All · Mini-
mum GPA (ii required) 2 00 • 
Remarks: POSITIONS Sales 
Representatives • MAJORS: All 
maJOrs 
will be considered Especially 
interested 1n business w/sales 
emphasis • GRADS. 12/ 94 . 
5195, 8195. ALUM LOCATIONS· 
Central IL 
. 12194, 5195. 8195. ALUM 
EMPLOYER: KMART CORPO· 
RATION • Open • Date ot Jnter· 
view: 10/13 • Majors: ALL Mini-
mum GPA (II required): 2.00 • 
Remarks: POSITlON: Manage-
ment Trainee· MAJORS; All wm 
be considered for these pos1-
hons. Especially interested in 
fll81l898"1'18L matketmg. lashion 
merchandinsing • LOCATION 
East Central AegaOn - GRADS· 
12194, 5195, 8195, ALUM 
EMPLOYER: MAY DEPART· 
MEN! STORES CO - Open • 
Date ol Interview: 10/ 13 -
MajOrs. AU MINIMUM GPA (11 
required) 3 .00 • Remkar1cs: 
POsmON Programmer Trainee 
• MAJORS: BS in MlS or acs, 
including a m1nrmum of two 
semesters ol COBOL GRADS: 
12/94 . 5/95, 8195. ~LUM · 
LOCATION: SL Louis 
EMPLOYER· STATE FARM 
INSURANCE COMPANY- Pres-
elect· Date of lnteMGW: 10f134 
Majors. ALL Minimum GPA (II 
required): 3 .00 • Remarks. 
POSITIONS(S) : 
Programmer? Analyst and 
Accounting Trainee. LOCATION: 
Bloomlngfon, IL • Accounting 
and Computer Management 
maiors may schedule Interviews. 
GRADS: 12194• 
EMPLOYER: OSCO 
DRUGJSAV-ON DRUGS • Open 
· Date ol Interview. 10/17 • 
Maiors: ALL • Minimum GAP (if 
required): 2 00 • Remarks: 
POSITION; Entry Level Manage-
ment Trainee. • MAJORS: Any 
ma1or with a definite Interest 1n 
retail management · LOCA· 
TlON(s)· Recruiting for nauonal 
openings. Must be Wtlling to relo-
cate · GRADS· 12/94 
EMPLOYER -NORTHWEST· 
ERN MUTUAL LIFE Preselect • 
Date ol Interview. 10/ 18 • 
Ma1ors ALL MINIMUM GPA(lf 
required) 2 00 • Remarks 
INFORMATIONAL SESSION • 
MANDATORY ATTENDANCE 
FOR STUDENTS WHO SIGN· 
UP TO INTERVIEW WITH 
NORTHWE STERN MUTUAL 
LIFE INFORMATIONAL SES· 
SION WILL BE HELD ON MON-
DAY. OCTOBER 1 TTH IN THE 
SULLIVAN ROOM IN THE 
UNION. POSITION($). Financial 
Sales positions. All rna1ors will 
be considered. LOCATION . 
Chicago Area - GRADS: 12194, 
5195 . 8195 
EMPLOYER: PEPSI-COLA 
BOTIL.fNG co . PreHlect • 
Date of Interview: 10/18 • 
Majors: AU Mlnlmum GPA (II 
required): 2.00 • Remarke: • 
POSITlON: Sajes/Management 
Trainee • MAJORS: AD majors 
will be considered. Especially 
lnteresled In Education, Speech 
Communications. Marketing, 
Managamonl miaJorc GRAOS: 
12194, 5195 - LOCATION: South-
ern IL 
EMPLOYER: NORW EST 
FINANCIAL • Open • Date of 
Interview: 10f19 • Majo(s: AU. • 
Minimum GPA (ii required}: 2.00 
• Remarks: POSITIONS: Credit 
Managers • MAJORS: Al wil be 
consJdefed. Especiafly Interest-
ed in marketing, economics. 
management llnance, business 
admtnistratlon. • GRADS: 12194 
LOCATION: Nanonal 
EMPLOYER: NIMS ASSOCI-
ATES INC - Preselect - Dat.e ol 
Interview: 10/19 • MajOtS: All 
Minimum GPA fd required}: 3.00 
• Remar11:s: POSITION: P ro· 
granvnar Analyst. Sy$tems Pn>-
grammer • Major,: Computer 
Management • Self-motivated, 
computer literate w/language 
skills • GRADS: 12194 LOCA· 
TION: Cenlral IL 
EMPLOYER: MASS MUTUAL 
INSURANCE COMPANY • Open 
• Date of Interview: 10/20 • 
Majors: AU Minimum GPA (if 
required): 2 .00 • Remarks: 
POSITION: Sales Representa-
trves · MAJORS: All will be con-
sidered. • LOCATIONS: Central 
IL· GRADS: 11?194. 5195. 8195, 
ALUM 
EMPLOYER: METUFE • OPEN 
• Date ot Interview : 10/ 26 • 
Ma)OJS: ALL • Minimum GPA (if 
required)' Remarks: POSI· 
TIONS: Sales Representabves • 
MAJORS: All maiors will be con-
sidered for theses posllions. 
GRADS: 12194, 5195, 8195, Alum 
• LOCATIONS: CENTRAL IL 
EMPLOYER: NACCO HAN· 
DLl~G .Gt;lr;>Uf 1f4,C ; OR~ · 
Date ol Interview: 10{2' • 
Ma1ors: All Mlnimum'GPA (if 
required) : 2 .00 • Remarks: 
POSITlON(s)· Entry Level open-
ings In Parts Distribution Center. 
North American Sales Opera• 
lions and Manulaciunng Opera-
tions • LOCATION Danville, IL • 
MAJORS: Business Admlnistra· 
uon. Marketing. Finance. Indus· 
tnat Technology - GRADS 12194 
EMPLOYER ARCHER 
DANIELS MIDLAND • Open • 
Date ol Interview: 10/31 • 
Ma1ors ALL Minimum GPA (If 
required}: 2.75 · Aemarl<.s: Posi· 
t1on : Accounting • MAJORS: 
Accounting • GRADS: 12/94, 
5195 - LOCATION: Decatur 
Shirley A. Stewart. Director 
Career Planning 
& Placement Center 
CORRECTIONS: INTEGRATED CORE 
Please note the tollowing corrections lo the list of Integrated Core olfenngs found on page 20 of the 
Spnng 1995 Class Schedule: 
THA 3754C "Amencan Theatre on Furn· 1s available 1n the Fine Arts Component. 
IHA 3751 C "Theatre and C1villzation 1: and IHA 3752C "Theatre and Ctvlhzahon II • are under the 
Foundations of Clvihzalion segment rather ttiat the Fine Arts Component. 
EIU 4002C "Controversial Issues In Health" and EIU 4037C "Lincotman View ol Democracy• are avail· 
able Senior Seminars. 
PHI 1500C "Culture· is avalla.ble in the Philosophy and Literature Component 
BOT 101oc ·General Botany" Is a 3 credit hour course, not 4 
ESC 1300C ·earth Sciences" Is available in the Physical Sciences Component. 
Dr. Charles Evans 
Ass'I Vice Pres. for Academic Affairs 
Come celebrate with us before 
or after the gamer 
•All You Can Eat Chili Mac 
Tuesday Night s399 
• Authentic Mexican & American Cuisine 
• Full Bar 
. • CQme in .and try our sizzling Fajitas 
(Steak, Chicken or Combo) '\.....;' 
•A 9Peof seledion of • OveP 25 flavors of 
hiqhesf quality J ohn M orisi's finest 
East Side 'of Square 
Charleston • 345-~23 
• Prete Hors D' oeuvres 
M-Th 5pm to Close (Charleston Only) 
· fed beer, a les. gourmet pastas from 
ufs. New York. 
348-8077 
··Carry Out 
•Free Large Soft Drink w/EIU l.D. 
Good Luck .Pantbersl 
aEJ • 
1700 Rudy Ave. 
Mattoon • 234-4535 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
YOU CAN SHIP YOUR STUFF
UPS, MAIL, FED EX., 24-HOUR
FAX, MONEY ORDERS, KEYS
MADE. PRIVATE MAIL BOXES
IN THE NEW MAILBOX AND




SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341, leave message 
______________________10/20
Did you know that traditionally
alumni and fans march back to
the band building with the band
after the game? For your
Insurance call HALL INSUR-
ANCE 1010 East Lincoln 345-
7023
_______________________10/7
Get your Portraits taken so every-
one can have a sharp looking
photo of you. You will also be in
landmark yearbook. Come to
Panther Liar in the Union
McDonalds Oct. 10-28 or
Bookstore lobby Oct. 13,20,27.
_______________________10/7
$363.60. Sell 72 funny T-shirts-
profit $363.60. Risk-free. Choose
from 19 designs. Free catalog 1-
800-700-4250
______________ca 10/3,7,10,14
Early Childhood ed. majors to
Nanny for 5 children, weekends
(approx 20-25 hrs) in Effingham.
ONLY SERIOUS NEED APPLY.
342-2131 ext. 101, Leave mes-
sage.
_______________________10/9
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL ATMO-
SPHERE, PAID TRAINING,
GREAT PAY, LEARN A SKILL





Are you tired of making minimum
wage? Do you feel unsatisfied in
your current job? If your answer is
“YES!!”, we have the solution!!
Apply now and join our enthusias-
tic, dependable team!! We are look-
ing for caring and reliable people to
fill FT and PT positions in our
dietary, habilitation and activities
departments. All shifts available.
Flexible hours, paid training, com-
petitive salary and benefits offered.
If job security, advancement possi-
bilities and challenging, yet reward-
ing work is what you are looking





SEARCH “94”, If you have the
Look, the Personality, and the
Desire to be a professional
model, then contact us today! No
experience required! Must be 18-
25 years of age. Send two recent
photographs. Hollywood Models,
East. P.O. Box 641 Charleston, Il
61920.
_______________________10/7
Now accepting applications for all
posit ions. Ponderosa Steak
House. 224 East Richmond Ave,
Mattoon. 234-3441.
_______________________10/7
Music/ Youth director. 20 hours a
week, pay negotiable. Apply in
person M-F 9-4pm. at 300 N.
14th in Mattoon or send resume
to P.O. Box 671 Mattoon.
______________________10/11
WANTED DELIVERY DRIVERS-
DRIVERS EARN UP TO $8/HR
DELIVERING MY GREAT SUBS.
ALSO NEEDED IN SHOP HELP.
APPLY AT JIMMY JOHNS SUB
SHOP 1417 4TH ST.
_______________________10/7
Community-based adolescent
group home is seeking the follow-
ing: BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
TECHNICIAN. Duties include:
Supervision and guidance of
boys, 12-18, with emotional
and/or behavioral modification
program and aggression man-
agement techniques provided.
Bachelor’s degree in psychology
or related human service field
preferred. Nondegreed applicants
with experience in human service
field will be considered. Send
resume no later than Oct. 14,
1994 to Jon Van Winkle,
Heartland Human Services, PO
Box 1046, Effingham, Il 62401.
(E.O.E.)
______________________10/10
Applicants now being sought due
to program expansion for the
position of QMRP in a Residential
ICF/MRDD facility. Must possess
at least a Bachelor ’s degree
(preferably in Psych, Special Ed.
or related field) and strong orga-
nizational skill. Background in
behavioral programming and
intervention with mentally and
developmentally disabled adults a
plus. Competitive salary and ben-
efits. If you are committed to
excellence and are highly talent-
ed, send resume to Box 738,
Charleston Il, 61920. (E.O.E.)
______________________12/12
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR LOCAL STUDENTS TO BE
AVAILABLE OVER THE HOLI-
DAYS & BREAK. APPLY IN PER-




Industry. Earn up to $3,000-
$6,000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience neces-
sary. Call (206)545-4155 ext
A57382.
______________________10/13
WANTED: 10 overweight, tired,
and broke students who want to
change. Call Carol at 234-6629.
______________________10/17
WANTED: All students to be a
part of Historical Yearbook. Get
your portraits taken Oct. 10-28 at
Panthers Lair in McDonald’s MLK
Union.
_______________________10/7
Loving Couple wishes to give
your baby a lifetime of happiness
and dreams come true. Call us
anytime, Deb & Jim 1(800)708-
8648.
______________________10/31
Our hearts are filled with love to
give. We long to be a stay-home
mom/involved dad can promise
the brightest future for your baby.
Please let up help. Sincere, easy
to talk to: Steve & Julie 1-800
862-2229 or our attorney 1-800-
241-5384.
_______________________10/7
Roommate Needed, 2 Bedroom




SPRING, SUMMER 95. VERY
NICE APT.,CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 345-3469.
_______________________10/7
2-3 FEMALE SUBLESSORS 2
BDR. HOUSE 2ND ST.
$145/MONTH BEST DEAL! CALL




APT. 3 BLOCKS FROM CAM-
PUS, FURNISHED, WATER &





AND MICROWAVES FOR RENT.
CALL 348-7746.
______________________12/12
1982 Honda V45 Magna 750cc.
Excellent condition, low miles,
new battery, new back tire. 348-
7727.
_______________________10/7
‘87 Escort $950.00 obro call 348-
7542 or 345-3424.
_______________________10/7
35MM CAMERA, AUTO FOCUS,
AUTO FLASH, RED-EYE
REDUCTION. 2 YEAR WAR-
RANTY INCLUDED. CALL MIKE
#6731.
_______________________10/7
2 120 watt Pioneer 3-way car
speakers. Barely used! Excellent
sound. Call Mike #6731.
_______________________10/7
Red 1986 Buick Skyhawk. Runs




Compat) w/ color monitor. 1mg
RAM. Loads of software. $475.00
Call Becky 581-2135.
_______________________10/7
LOST: FEMALE ORANGE CAT
WITH WHITE STOMACH. IF
FOUND CALL 345-3438 OR 345-
5018.
_______________________10/7
FOUND: Sunglasses left in
Buzzard. Identify to claim at The
Daily Eastern News, 127
Buzzard.
______________________10/10
LOST: Beige book bag with words
Blue Rock Books on at
Rathskeller. Contact Doug at 581-
3010,581-6087, or 348-8621.
______________________10/10
LOST: REWARD! 5 YEAR OLD
CALICO CAT WITH WHITE. HAS
A BLUE COLLAR ON. LOST IN




News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immedi-
ately at 581-2812. A cor-
rected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertis-
ing MUST meet the 2
p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads
processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published
in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot
be canceled AFTER the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance. Only
accounts with estab-
lished credit may be
billed.
All Advertising sub-
mitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be
revised, rejected, or can-
celed at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liabili-





















BLACK STUDENT UNION Homecoming Dance will be from 8 p.m. to
1:45 a.m. Oct 8 in the Grand Ballrroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
BLACK STUDENT UNION announces that today is the last day to pur-
chase homecoming dance tickets from 11a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Martin
Luther KIng Jr. University Union.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP worship service will be at 10:30
a.m. Sunday at the Christian Campus House.
THE HACK CLUB meeting and competitions will be at 12 p.m. Oct 8 at
503 Harrison. Sign up for free membership for Eastern's Hack club and
automatically join the National footbag association.
EIU GAMING CLUB will have a gaming session at 7 p.m. Saturday in
coleman 326.
REC SPORTS PICKELBALL entry deadline is from 1 to 10 p.m. today
a the Intramural desk in the SRC lobby.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will offer “Growing Up in an Unhappy
Family,” a workshop to explore the challenges of being a child of a par-
ent with problems at 7 p.m. Monday in the Effingham room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
WESLEY FOUNDATION LIGHTHOUSE is open for dancing from 9
a.m. to 1 a..m. Friday in the Basement of the Wesley Foundation.
WESLEY FOUNDATION SUNDAY “Cent Supper” will be at  5 p.m.
Sunday at 2202 4th St.
WESLEY FOUNDATION CAFÉ Toné coffee house will be open form 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday in the Basemen of the Wesley Foundation,
2202 4th St.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold mass at 11 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Sunday in coleman Auditorium room 120.
CAMPUS CLIPS
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.























WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News SportsCenter             Wings Love Connection       
NBC News Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune Auto Racing Wings Jeffersons
Wheel of Fortune Diagnosis Murder Family Matters Murder Movie:  Shenandoah
Cops Boy Meets World She Wrote                    
Saved by the Bell: Under Suspicion Step by Step NHL Hockey Movie: White Lie
Wedding in Vegas Mr. Cooper
Picket Fences 20/20 News
TV Censored News News Movie: Hollywood Night Court
Bloopers David (10:35) Married . . .(10:35) Hot Tubs Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond 2000 Lamb Chop ...Boss? (6:05)
Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Reading Rainbow ...Boss? (6:35)
Washington Week Unsolved Myst. M.A.N.T.I.S. Wild West Ghostwriter Movie:Starting
Wall St. Week Over
Health for Herself Movie: Bull Durham X-files Wings St. Elsewhere
Great Health Care Star Trek: The Secrets of the Deep News Movie:A New
Debate/Moyers Next Generation America/Wholey Live
Being Served? Girls’ Night Out Cops Wild West Sneak Previews













WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News College Football Scoreboard Wings Court TV 
NBC News M*A*S*H Wheel of Fortune College Football Wings Instant Riches
Wheel of Fortune Dr. Quinn, Medicine    Movie: Summertime Movie: Sixteen Gift of Love
Hoosier Million.. Woman Switch Candles
Something Wilder Mrs. Buchanans Movie: The Titfield  
Empty Nest Hearts Afire Thunderbolt
Sweet Justice Walker, Texas Commish Weird Science News
Ranger College Football Scoreboard Duckman
Sisters News News SportsCenter Movie: Barbarian Night Court
Current Affair The Road Queen Movie: 
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
Lawrence Welk Movie:Breathless   Star Trek: Next World of Discovery Growing Old in a WCW Wrestling Cont.
Generation New Age
I’ll Fly Away Cops Wing Will Cry Women and Social Movie: The  
Cops Action Gambler III
Movie:Charlie Name of Love America’s Most Wanted The Civil War
Bubbles Girls Night Out
Simpsons Justice Files
Oooh La La Simpsons
Waiting for God Unsolved Myst. Tales From the Crypt Wing Will Fly













WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News 60 Minutes Funniest Videos NFL Primetime Wierd Science Movie cont.
NBC News  On Our Own Duckman
Unsolved Myst. Murder, She Wrote Lois & Clark Dallas Cheerleading Movie: Dead Air The Road
Auto Racing
SeaQuest DSV Movie: Is There Movie: Nowhere to Highlander
Life Out There? Hide
Movie: Shattered Silk Stalkings News
Replay (9:40)
News News SportsCenter Silk Stalkings Night Court
Entmt. Crusaders Lifestyles...
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
Kidventure Movie cont. Encounters: Nature of Things Here’s to Your Health Matlock
Ghostwriter The Hidden Truth Health Chronicles
Nature Simpsons Wildlife Firing Line
Hardball In Care of Nature John McLaughlin
Masterpiece Theater Married... Movie: Memphis McLaughlin Group National Geo.   
Married... Belle EIU Connection Explorer
All Creatures Great  Commish Babylon 5 Dealers in Death Lynch’s Colloquium
and Small
Clapprood Live Kung Fu: The Legend Wildlife Joseph Campbell and Network Earth
Mystery! Marriage Counselor Continues In Care of Nature the Power of Myth TBA
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
LOST: Female orange cat with
white stomach. If found call 345-
3438 or 345-5018.
_______________________10/7
FOUND: Sunglasses left in
Buzzard. Identify to claim at The
Daily Eastern News, 127
Buzzard.
______________________10/10
LOST: Beige book bag with words
Blue Rock Books on at
Rathskeller. Contact Doug at 581-
3010,581-6087, or 348-8621.
______________________10/10
LOST: Reward! 5 year old Calico
cat with white. Has a blue collar
on. Lost in the vicinity of 6th and
Harrison. Call 348-1410.
______________________10/11
WE DELIVER 11AM-2PM FOR
LUNCH AND 4PM TO MID-
NIGHT. SATURDAY AND SUN-
DAY WE DELIVER ALL DAY.
JUST CALL, WE’LL ZIP EM TO
YA! JOEY’S 345-2466.
_______________________10/7
SIG EP! DEE ZEE! SIG EP! DEE






ROCK BAND. IF YOU LIKE
“SECRET SOCIETY” YOU’LL
LIKE THE “CHERRY STONERS”
GREAT TO DANCE TO. SPE-
CIAL GUEST “FACE”.
_______________________10/7
The Men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to wish the fraternities
and sororities good luck during
Homecoming.
_______________________10/7
Sig Ep! Dee Zee! EIU! Sig Ep!
Dee Zee! Beat NIU! Sig Ep! Dee
Zee EIU! Sig Ep! Dee Zee! Beat
NIU.
_______________________10/7
Homecoming 1994 is here AST







KDR’S and AST’S get excited for
Homecoming 1994! It’s going to
be fun!
_______________________10/7
GO EIU PANTHERS! AST KDR
GET READY TO CHEER AT THE
FOOTBALL GAME! AST KDR!
_______________________10/7
JUST SPENCE’S 1148 6TH ST.
FRIDAY SALE $1.00 $2.00 $3.00




Great gifts or for yourself, gold by
the inch, chains, charms, rings,
earrings, and bracelets. 345-
3141.
_______________________10/7
AST KDR AST KDR AST KDR
POMP! AST KDR GO EIU AST
KDR PANTHER!
_______________________10/7




HEATHER FAY- TONIGHT HAS
FINALLY ARRIVED. HOPE
YOUR READY TO CELEBRATE
YOUR 19TH B-DAY. YOU KNOW
WHERE THE PARTY IS! LOVE
MELISSA.
_______________________10/7
The Alpha Gams and Delts would
like to wish EIU football good luck
this weekend.
_______________________10/7
The Alpha Gams hope everyone
has a great weekend during
homecoming. We’ll see you at the
game!
_______________________10/7
Welcome back to all Alpha Gam
Alums. We hope you have a
great weekend.
_______________________10/7
The ladies of Phi Beta Chi would
like to welcome back all Eastern
Alumni.
_______________________10/7




Ashley Elias- Can you say
WEEKEND? Can you say
PARTY? Can you call Dad? Love
Heather.
_______________________10/7
TORI TAYLOR- Have a great B-
day. You’re an awesome Lil’ Sis!
Sigma Love- Suzanne.
_______________________10/7
DELTA CHI: I wish you the best
of luck for a successful and fun
homecoming. Have a blast tomor-
row and I am very sorry I can’t be
there! Love Kelly. P.S. You know
who to call if you need to be set
up!!.
_______________________10/7
Nicole Casavechia- You are my
#1 WILD CHILD. Alpha Love,
Heather. P.S. Stay away for those
bananas.
_______________________10/7
Hey Pi’s thanks for everything!






ROCK BAND. IF YOU LIKE
“SECRET SOCIETY” YOU’LL
LIKE THE “CHERRY STONERS”
GREAT TO DANCE TO. SPE-
CIAL GUEST “FACE”.
_______________________10/7
Susie jaros of Tri-Sigma-
Congratulations on getting lava-
liered to Jim Lord of Alpha Kappa
Lambda at U of I! Your sisters are
so happy for you.
_______________________10/7
Welcome Sigma Nu Alumni, get
ready for a wild Homecoming.
_______________________10/7
ESA & Sigma Nu: The hard work
is starting to pay off. Keep up the
spirit.  Just remember ESA &
Sigma Nu Homecoming 1994.
_______________________10/7
Jennifer Lamczyk, I love my lil
sis!!! Lets go out! Love Jodee.
_______________________10/7
Hey Alpha Sigs, good luck during





GAME TONIGHT LANTZ GYM
7PM.
_______________________10/7
The Sig Kaps and Delta Chis
would like to wish the Panther
football team the Best of Luck
against Northern Iowa tomarrow!
_______________________10/7
To the Men of Sigma Chi: You
guys are doing a great job this
week. Keep your spirits up! You
guys are all winners to me. Have
a great Homecoming week. Love
Kara.
_______________________10/7
Alpha Phi sisters- I was so proud
to be an Alpha Phi Monday night.
It was an honor representing the
best house on campus. Thank
you so much for your support and
flowers. A-Phi love, and mine
Kara.
_______________________10/7
AMY WARD: GOOD LUCK WITH
YOUR NEW OFFICE, YOU’LL
DO GREAT. LETS GO OUT
SOMETIME SOON, I MISS YOU.
LOVE YOUR KID JEN.
_______________________10/7
T, I LOVE YOU! Happy 3rd
Anniversary! K.
_______________________10/7
Traci C. of ASA- Have a great time
w/ Homecoming. Your Alpha Angel
is watching you.
________________________10/7
Lambda Chi Alpha, AM’S, Keep up
the good work. In Z.A. X Krush. 
________________________10/7
Lambda Chi’s- Lets keep up the
great work. Whats for breakfast
Saturday?? Love, the ladies of Tri-
Sigma.
________________________10/7
Melanie McClain. Have a great
week! Luv, your secret Sigma.
________________________10/7
Megan Kincaid- Your secret
Sigma is watching you, be good.
Luv ??
_______________________10/7
RUSS- Thanks for the cookies!
We love you!!! The mansion
girls.]
_______________________10/7
Mike Luchetti of Lambda Chi- Your
the best son ever. Have fun this
week. Love your mom.
_______________________10/7
To the Men of Pi Kappa Alpha- It
has been an honor being your
dreamgirl. I have been so proud
to represent the best house on
campus. Thanks for everything.
I’ll see you all on Saturday night.
Love Erin.
_______________________10/7
Mike D. of Lambda Chi- Your the
best Greek husband ever. Hope
you have a great weekend! Love
you ASA wife.
_______________________10/7
Janel L. of ASA- I’m proud to call
you my kid! Keep up the good
work. Love you, Beth.
_______________________10/7
LADY PANTHER VOLLEYBALL
GAME TONIGHT IN LANTZ
7PM. COME CHEER US ON TO
A VICTORY!
_______________________10/7
SIGMA TRI LAMBDA CHI SIGMA
TRI LAMBDA CHI SIGMA TRI
LAMBDA CHI!!
________________________10/7
TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHI: I
CAN NOT BEGIN TO SAY WHAT
AN HONOR IT IS TO BE YOUR
SWEETHEART. MY SENIOR
YEAR WOULDN’T HAVE BEEN
COMPLETE WITHOUT YOU! I
WILL MISS YOU TERRIBLY,
BUT MY MEMORIES WILL LAST
FOREVER. THANKS FOR
EVERYTHING. I LOVE YOU
GUYS. KELLY.
_______________________10/7
Kari O. of ASA- Get fired up for a
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On the Verge of the Weekend October 7, 1994 7C
Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only)___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________
DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day
*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced.  ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
Name: _______________________________________
Address: _________________Phone: ______________
Dates to run _______________________
Message: (one word per line)
______ ______ ______ ______ ______


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DON’T MISS  OUT ON THE REMAINING 
HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES!
Friday, October 7

























Jenny Morman and Jenny
Bensfield. I couldn’t have asked
for a better little sis and kid! Get
ready for this weekend. It will
be a great one! DZ love Kristal.
_____________________10/7
HAIL TO THE QUEEN OF
STIX: KT WOW!
_____________________10/7
HEY ESA AND SIGMA NU: I
CAN’T HEAR YOU!! LETS
GET THE EIU SPIRIT GOING.
_____________________10/7
WARBLER PORTRAITS
10AM-6PM OCT. 10-28 PAN-
THERS LAIR IN UNION
MCDONALDS AND OCT.
13,20,27, IN THE BOOK-
STORE LOBBY. BE A PART
OF A ONCE IN A HUNDRED
YEARS WARBLER.
_____________________10/7
ALL SENIORS: Don’t forget
your appointments for portraits
start Oct. 10. For more informa-
tion call Student Publications
581-2812. See you at Panthers
Lair.
_____________________10/7
DID YOU ATTEND WOOD-
STOCK...1994 THE ORIGI-
NAL? DO YOU HAVE PIC-
TURES? A STORY? CALL ME!
THE WARBLER WANTS TO
KNOW! SARAH #2812.
____________________10/10
Ann Atkins, your secret Sigma
is watching! Get fired up for a
great Homecoming weekend.
Sigma love, your secret Sigma.
_____________________10/7
EIU womens rugby club game.
Sat. Oct. 8th next to campus
pond on 4th St, against I.S.U.
Join the lady Hornets for




DAY!! GET PSYCHED FOR




Sopenson on being chosen as
IFC’S Intramural chair. Your
Pike brothers.
_____________________10/7
Congratulations to Jason Stipp
of Pi Kappa Alpha on being
elected as Homecoming Fresh-
man Attendant! Your Pike
brothers are proud!
_____________________10/7
Good luck to the EIU football
team in your big game on Sat-
urday against NIU! We’ll be
there cheering you on. Delta
Zeta and Sigma Nu.
_____________________10/7
Hey Dee Zees and Sig Eps: I
say “A boom chick-A-boom”!
Keep up that winning spirit!
_____________________10/7
Sig Eps: We are excited to see
you tonight at the Homecoming
Ball!! Don’t forget to save us a
dance! Love, Delta Zeta.
_____________________10/7
Sig Eps and Dee Zees: Get
excited for this weekend- Its
going to be a blast! Go EIU!
_____________________10/7
Kelly, you’re the best kid ever!
You’re ruby sister loves you.
Alpha love, Valerie.
_____________________10/7
Erin Peterson: Happy 21st
Birthday! This will be a night




DAVE, DANA, hope you had a
nice flight. Help Scraps. Be
ready.
_____________________10/7
Darcie Smith of Sigma Kappa,
you looked so beautiful Monday
night at coronation your Big sis
is very proud of you. Sigma
Kappa Love, Kristen.
_____________________10/7
JOSIE MOORE AND DARCIE
SMITH, YOU LOOKED BEAU-
TIFUL AT CORONATION AND




Kappa Alpha Psi will be having
their Homecoming ‘94 after par-
ties at Rosie’s Raw Bar and
Grill, uptown on the square. Yo
Baby!
_____________________10/7
To my wonderful family: Cathy,
Kelly, Stephanie, Carley,
Megan, Josh, and J.J— Have a
good centennial Homecoming!






Happy 19th birthday Mandy
Walch Love, the Mysterious
four.
_____________________10/7
Sandi Schanaberger- get ready
for this weekend. It starts
tonite. Your secret Sigma is
partying with you
_____________________10/7
HEY DEE ZEES! HOPE TO
SEE YOU BRIGHT AND
EARLY SATURDAY! THE MEN
OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON.
_____________________10/7
By now the float is done. The
fun has just begun. Dee Zees
and Sig Eps get ready to watch
EIU destroy NIU! Go Panthers.
_____________________10/7
DEE ZEE! SIG EP! GO EIU!
DEE ZEE! SIG EP! GO EIU!
_____________________10/7
Good work on the float. Dee
Zee and Sig Ep! Now lets get
fired up for the football game!
_____________________10/7
The women of Alpha Sigma
Alpha welcome back their
Alumni for “A stroll down mem-
ory Lane”!
_____________________10/7
To the men of Pi Kappa Alpha:
We can’t believe Homecoming is
almost over! It has been a great
week! Can’t wait to see you all at
the parade. Love the women of
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
______________________10/7
ASA’S and PIKES: lets get psy-
ched for the game and the
parade on Saturday!
______________________10/7
The women of Alpha Sigma
Alpha and the Men of Pi Kappa
Alpha would like to wish the Pan-
thers the best of luck in Home-
coming 1994.
_____________________10/7
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
Get Ready toSay Cheese!!!
Warbler picturesare coming!Get them taken at Panther LairNorth at McDonald’sin the MLK Univ. Union.Oct. 10th thru Oct. 28th.
